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6 ABILITY

town. She was here for a while and we were bored so
we made a last minute decision to do a mini road trip to
Charleston, SC. There were a few restaurants and bars
we wanted to show her from a previous trip that we
took there. We had a great time just hanging out it was
before everything started to go on lock down and
become crazy so Iʼm glad we got the chance to go
there. We also went to Fort Wilderness with my family
in our motorhome for a few days, didnʼt go to the
parks, just went to camp and hang out with our dogs.
While we were there they made the announcement to
shut down the parks and then also the hotels, but we
left on the day all that was happening anyway so it did-
nʼt effect us. 

As I mentioned in my last column I picked up my new
2020 Husqvarnas and they look amazing! They are
super fast too I was riding one around our property and
was very impressed. I will be lucky when I start doing
my classes that will have these bikes to ride. My class-
es will be in the North East again this fall and Iʼm real-
ly looking forward to it there are some amazing tracks
that I rode last year that I am really looking forward to
riding again, all the students loved them too. If anyone
is interested in attending a class you can check them
out at my website www.afmxschool.com for more
information. I was suppose to have a Babes ride out at
the end of April, its
where girls come
and can learn how
to ride. It is set up
through Husqvarna
and Fox and is a lot
of fun with camp-
ing and riding they
had to move it to
the middle of Octo-
ber just to play it
safe at least it did-
nʼt get totally can-
celled. 

Well that is all for now, stay safe everyone! 

razy times! The whole world is changing right
now and everyone is trying to adapt and catch up
with the new rules and the way things are now.

Who knows if it will even go back to how things were? 

Such a let down about sports! My brother loves basket-
ball and was so bummed to hear about the college
games and then the NBA he was like “what will I do
now? I only watch ‘The Officeʼ and basketball!” Poor
guy. Then of course Supercross was cancelled and now
the first round of the outdoor races! What the heck? I
actually love to watch all sports now so it has definitely
been a challenge to try and find things to watch. 

A few weeks ago one of our friends from Utah came to afmxschool.com 
ashleyfiolekmxcoach@gmail.com
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Several months ago if one had to guess what could bring
our thriving country to a complete stand still some of
the guesses would probably be a major terrorist attack, a
nuclear meltdown, an EMP attack, another banking cri-
sis, a global internet crash, an asteroid, the cancelation
of “The Bachelor”, or maybe even zombies. One thing
that most likely wouldn’t have been mentioned is a
rogue virus.  

Where did this monster come from? Well it just so hap-
pens that it came from China. This does not surprise me.
I have seen what the vendors sell on the streets there,
fresh snake, raccoon, dog, turtle, plus rats, cats and bats.
This is not your typical diet. Maybe no one ever told
them about a cheeseburger. Perhaps you can get a pizza
there, but I wouldn’t doubt that the toppings are things
like bat wings, rat tails, snake scales and chicken beaks.
I have a feeling they find pepperoni disgusting. They are
resourceful people who let nothing go to waste. Unfor-
tunately, this is most likely how the corona virus was
transmitted to a human by one of these scrumptious del-
icacies.   

Thanks to China’s effort to keep the virus a secret in
hopes that it would just go away like a sore throat it
bumbled the opportunity to quarantine a city and spare
the world of a menacing virus. Confucius say “Nothing
to see here, folks. Move along.” And, because of this, it
was unleashed to the world to fend for themselves.
Very sneaky. If I didn’t know any better, I’d think they
were communists. I’m no economist, but I’m guessing it
does not bode well for a country to have their biggest
export as the coronavirus.  

Each day we watch the number of the infected rise.
We’d like to tell these people everything’s going to be
all right and give them a big hug, but we’re not that stu-
pid. Are you kidding? It’s every man and woman for
themselves. Social distancing happens to be the in thing
these days. We’re going to adhere to that six feet of
space between anyone we socialize with. There’s noth-
ing wrong with face timing your wife before going to
bed while you sleep on one side of the house and her on
the other side. Remember all those crackpots we made
fun of, those end-of-the-worlders who built under-
ground bunkers and stockpiled food, medicines and
guns. Not looking so stupid now. I wonder what they
would do if I knocked on their iron-clad manhole and
said, “Room for one more?”

Some of the signs you might exhibit if you have the
virus is fever, racing heartbeat, fatigue, respiratory prob-
lems and foaming at the mouth as you claw at your
body while howling at the moon. On a typical day many
people would welcome these symptoms knowing they
had a valid excuse to miss work, but they already have
the golden ticket to work at home so who wants to be
too sick that they can’t binge watch Netflix. Don’t
worry, you can always mute the tv when the boss checks
in. Just make sure you’re rustling some papers or tap-
ping on the computer keys.

Every day I wake up and shake my fist at that virus,
cursing than crying. I see what it’s doing to my stocks
and I weep like a baby. I loved my money. We were
friends. Best friends. That ruthless virus has stolen the
one thing I loved in life. I shouldn’t say that, I still have

HUMOR THERAPY

Deadpanning the Pandemic
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my kitty cat Olaf. I really hope our pets can’t get that
virus. How low would that be? Damn you to hell virus.

There is a lot of misinformation floating about on this
virus. First of all, it’s not a death sentence if you con-
tract it. Having to listen to Miley Cyrus songs all day,
now there’s a death sentence. I read that if you get the
virus it remains in your throat for four days, but you can
gargle it away with warm salt water. I don’t believe that,
not because it seems implausible, but because I read it
on Facebook. I also read that Tom Hanks contracted the
virus and he turned into Forrest Gump as a vampire.
That’s a little more believable. But the one I found
extremely exciting was you could protect yourself from
the virus with vodka and cocaine. I don’t have the virus
so there might be some validity in this one. One way
they say to protect yourself is by social distancing,
where you stand six feet apart from each other. This
may seem like a new concept, but it really isn’t. My
dates have been following this procedure for years. But,
just remember, six feet apart is a helleva lot better than
six feet under.

The rogue virus has actually produced something good,
it has paused our life and given us a chance to slow-
down, regroup and reflect on what is important. We are
all in lockdown with the chance to spend more quality
time with our loved ones. We now have the time to do
the things we claim we never have the time for. Maybe
you can build a go cart with your kid. Fix up that ’57
Chevy in the garage. How about cleaning up that damn
garage. Maybe a few peanuckle card games with the
spouse. Or even some deep conversations with the

spouse that doesn’t involve work or those damn kids.
Heck, maybe you can make up lists together on who
you hope will get the coronavirus. It’s something to
share together. Make the other people the bad guys for a
change instead of each other.

Who knows how this virus will play out? It’s possible
that we could end up with a death rate lower than the
flu. Wouldn’t that suck? Going through all we just went
through; being imprisoned, no dining out, no sports, no
concerts, no toilet paper and our savings wiped out.
Why didn’t we just let it run its natural course we’ll ask
ourselves? The truth is we have no idea of the havoc
this pesky virus will wreak. So far, it hasn’t been our
friend.

America has overcome many dire challenges like
British rule, slavery, the Depression, two World Wars,
9/11, Y2K, the Mortgage crisis and Bruce Jenner chang-
ing sexes. We have always prevailed. This invisible lit-
tle bugger will be a formidable assailant, but we have
the best scientists in the world and its lifespan is on its
last leg, we hope. Things will look grim for a short
while, but stay positive—not positive with a corona test.
What really baffles me is how could something so terri-
ble be named after something so wonderful. I think I’ll
crack me a Corona beer now and thank God that I don’t
have to get up early, fight traffic and go into the office
tomorrow. Maybe I’ll make it several Coronas.

by Jeff Charlebois
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opened up her world when she started to share her ordi-
nary life on vlogs, which have attracted millions of
views to date.

Not to be defined as “top few” by disability After going
viral on Bilibili, a Chinese equivalent of YouTube, Big
Cheng started to get more media attention. But she only
accepts interviews on the condition that they must not
adversely affect her work and vlogging.

“I just moved here and I can’t let my new boss think
that I’m goofing around. I need to lay low.” Big Cheng
says with a smirk and a “shut-up” gesture.

In August 2019, Big Cheng left NetEase in Hangzhou
and moved to Shanghai to work at Meituan. Though she
looked a bit worn-out with everything that needed to be
done for this migration, she spent all her free time at
night making a video entitled “Would you regret leaving
NetEase and its piggy farm of a canteen?” which attract-
ed 343,000 views.

Big Cheng

A popular Chinese vlogger born in 1990 in Shaoyang,
Hunan, films her life and work when she embarks on a
career in several Chinese leading internet companies,
including Alibaba, NetEase, and Meituan, as a wheel-
chair user with a severe case of polio since her early
childhood.

The first time meeting Big Cheng, one would easily be
infected by her brilliant smiles. She is just like millions
of employees, punching in when she arrives at work,
sometimes overloaded with tasks at hand, always eager
to put on some delicate make-up, delighted to go out on
the street or off on a sightseeing tour when she is off
work.

The difference is, she has to do it all in a wheelchair.

Big Cheng, who contracted polio at an early age,

大程子 轮椅上的互联网“民工”文摄影_本刊记者张西蒙

Big Cheng: An IT “Migrant Worker” in a Wheelchair

10    ABILITY
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In China’s IT industry, NetEase has been widely known
for its offer of scrumptious canteen dishes, hence the
tongue-in-cheek nickname “piggy farm” first among its
employees and later out into a much wider netizen com-
munity. In her vlog, Big Cheng brings the audience on a
tour around the famous NetEase Staff Canteen and her
workplace. Towards the end she also shared some of her
advice on career development. Waves of praise followed
in the comment area: “Such an outstanding lady!” “Able
people can go wherever they want!” “Truly envious. I
want to work in companies like this, too!”

Her life experience, one in which she drove herself right
through university and postgraduate studies before she
landed herself first in Alibaba and then moved to
NetEase and Meituan, seems “outrageously successful.”
Not so she thinks, as opposed to a popular belief that
she is “one of the top few high-achievers with disabili-
ties”.

Big Cheng is smiling no more. Now she looks quite
stern: “I always think of myself as an ordinary person
with disability. If I were among the ‘top few’ in this
kind of life, how miserable would the rest of my lot
be?” She believes that disabled people can obtain high
academic degrees, make friends, go anywhere they
want, and work in “high-class” companies. They are
often lavishly lauded for accomplishing what is other-
wise considered normal for the able-bodied to do. “Isn’t
this sad?”

This why Big Cheng decided to vlog – to change how
disabled people are generally thought of by changing
how they think of themselves.

Fighting for life

Born in Shaoyang, Hunan, Big Cheng has led a life of
struggles since she was young. At first it was the physi-
cal pain caused by polio. She underwent two surgeries,
the first of which was an implantation of 24 screws and
2 rods in her sideway curved spine to prevent heart and
lung complications. 

The second orthopedic surgery was done in six stages
spanning four months, with Kirschner wire as thick as
chopsticks implanted end-to-end around the joints and
the legs being stretched on traction poles every day. The
excruciating pain gave her many a sleepless night.
Sometimes she would put tissue paper in between her
eyes and glasses so that she did not have to wipe her
tears as often. 

The second struggle she faced early in her life was acad-
emic the pressure pumped up by her parents’ expecta-
tions. As teachers, both her parents were unusually strict
with their daughter’s academic performance, unlike
most other parents who would only wish their children
to be happy and healthy. “She had already lost the abili-
ty to walk, so how could she ever be able to live on her

vlogging__QuarkTemplate.qxd  4/8/20  11:31 AM  Page 12
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own without academic excellence?” Her mother
believed that her daughter’s “physical handicap” must
be made up for with extra intellectual efforts in school. 

Back in those years, Big Cheng was never happy with
herself. She had no idea of how to make her parents
happy, either. Even now she seems quite unwilling to
recall her academic career.

One reason above all to explain her unhappiness – also
the biggest challenge she was facing as a student - is
that she had to find a way to detach herself from other
students’ hard stares.

As she grew up, Big Cheng looked more different with
her lanky legs. The day before the College Entrance
Exams, when she was physically checking the exam
center on her father’s back, she felt everyone turning to
look at her.

At the university, where accessible facilities were
scarce, she managed to continue with hired help. Every
day her maid would carry her to classes on the back.
Her physical dependence and a lot of stares from fellow
students upset her. “You need to learn to be grateful,”
her father said when she complained about this to him. 

When she finished her studies and joined the workforce,
Big Cheng came across a piece of news about a student

who could not walk being carried by his classmates in
turn to classes. She retweeted it not to spread some kind
of “heartwarming” effect, though. “There is basically no
accessibility in school and everyone has to bear the cost
of that. But all that has ever been done is to trumpet the
classmate friendship rather than to make a real change
happen. Those students are innocent. Honestly!”

The power of sharing

By the end of 2019, Big Cheng had published 17 vlogs.
The most popular ones had over 300,000 views and the
least, more than 10,000 views. They cover a wide range
of topics about the life of people with disabilities, such
as “How to Take a Bullet Train in a Wheelchair”, “How
to Go to Work in a Wheelchair”, and “A Guide to
Swimmers in Wheelchairs”.

To Big Cheng’s surprise, most viewers were able bod-
ied, not people with disabilities as she had expected.
The video “How to Go to Work in a Wheelchair”
attracted nearly 400,000 people and over 3,100 com-
ments, with a lot of on-screen live commenting activity.
Many viewers praised her “car racing” skills. In addi-
tion to encouragement and support, still many others
showed deep-seated curiosity. The most popular topic in
one of her live streaming sessions was “what’s your
advice on how to get along with disabled people?”

vlogging__QuarkTemplate.qxd  4/8/20  11:31 AM  Page 13
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To explain that, she used one of her own videos as an
example. “I usually eat alone because I quite like to be
alone. If you see a girl in her wheelchair eating alone in
the canteen, don’t overthink: She has no one in her com-
pany? Poor thing! Isn’t she lonely, sad and disappoint-
ed?” The video shows Big Cheng bolting down her
food. “Come off it. I’m very happy eating alone!”

“Many people feel that we are bitter, isolated and diffi-
cult to get along with. In fact, we are like everybody
else and share every aspect of society – working, having
a relationship and traveling.” Big Cheng believes that
disabled individuals want neither discrimination nor
excessive care, just like ordinary people. 

Her sunny personality has won her many confiding mes-
sages from the disabled world. Some people wrote that
they could not get jobs after graduation because of their
disabilities; some were denied university offers; a few
others had no idea of how to express themselves when
they fell in love. These and a lot more comments under
her vlogs seemed to have created a kaleidoscope
through which a wide range of true life experiences with
disability was on display.

She tried to reply to each and every one of the private
messages that sought consolation, only to find them
growing in numbers. This made her start to think about
the next transformative move in vlogging. “In the begin-
ning I did not aim for any social impact, nor did I wish

to be a morality preacher.” According to Big Cheng, her
goal was very simple: to document her life and to
express herself. It is with such authenticity that her sto-
ries could easily strike a chord with the audience.

In her later videos, Big Cheng consciously integrated
topics such as accessibility, self-improvement, and
human rights for the disabled community. Her idol is
blind director and playwright Cong Cai. “He is unques-
tionably a role model of people with disabilities. His
excellence overshadows the otherwise pre-conceived
label of disability.” She made a video of her meeting
with Cai, “A Day of the Star Follower.” “Although I got
some attention, I don’t think I am able to do philan-
thropy just yet.” Big Cheng believes that once she
reaches her future life and career goals, she will dive
right into philanthropic causes.

“At least for now I’m still an ‘IT migrant worker.’” Big
Cheng adds, laughing, “in a wheelchair.”

Article and photographs by Zhang Ximeng

This story is part of a series of articles published as an 
exclusive editorial exchange between China Press for People 

with Disabilities & Spring Breeze and ABILITY Magazine
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For a few years, going viral had become a positive term,
a winning strategy for fame and fortune. I certainly wish
one of my Youtube videos would go viral.

It sometimes takes a world wide pandemic for some of
us to realize we are not invincible. It certainly was a
quick wake up call to me, remembering I have a com-
promised immune system and should be a bit more care-
ful about staying healthy. As a motorcyclist and an
adventurer, I tend to err on the side of thrills and excite-
ment verses safe and overly cautious when it comes to
taking risks. As my disease and symptoms continue to
remain manageable, I’m lucky enough to forget once in
a while I have an incurable progressive autoimmune dis-
ease. But I do. 

Viral Affection

16    ABILITY
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While hanging out in Daytona, sharing my story with
hundreds of people, the virus and it’s world wide
destruction indeed became more serious.  It had landed
in the states, and the news of the nursing home deaths in
Washington began to scare the hell out of the 60 plus
year old bikers at the beach. Yamaha had awarded me
with a $5000 donation to my charity for being the first
to reach 100,000 miles on the new Star Venture, but
hardly anyone noticed. The stock market crashing and
food hoarding took over all the dinner conversations and
motorcycles were no longer the main focus of bike
week. The Virus was infecting everything. 

When the pandemic started to get real, I was on my way
down to Daytona Beach for Bike Week, along with
300,000 other riders. Before leaving New Hampshire, I
expressed to my wife that I was worried this was going
to be a big deal, a virus that could possible change our
entire way of life for quite a while. She thought I was
over reacting, but as I was persistent, she agreed to pick
up a few extra groceries; some dry goods, canned veg-
etables and a few extra rolls of toilet paper the next time
she went to the grocery.

I sure hate being right. 
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I appreciate Yamaha supporting me and providing my
room and meals in Daytona, but this was an easy deci-
sion. I was needed elsewhere. I cut my trip short and
rode the 1300 miles home as fast I could to give my
wonderful wife a hug. I don’t know if it helped her, but
it really helped me! 

Over the next few weeks and months we all will be
affected in many different ways because of this virus,
but we all need to remember to take care of those
around us and to reach out to family and friends any
way we can to let them know they are loved. 

Let’s make caring and sharing for others go viral. 

longhaulpaul.com

ABILITY   19

Jokes turned into serious warnings overnight, and even
the famous Daytona Speedway motorcycle races were
held without spectators. Daytona Beach became a ghost
town. The hundreds of vendors who rented space  to sell
their wares were left to fend on their own, not knowing if
they should pack up or stay for the skeleton crowds that
remained. I was at the track for ten days with Yamaha
and their demo fleet of bikes. The Yamaha executive on
site held a meeting and let all of us know we could leave
at any point if we wanted to be with our families. The
novel Corona virus was no longer novel, it was upon us
and effecting everyone in some personal way. 

My wife works in a school system and had been dealing
with an onslaught of worried students parents and
administrators seeking advice on procedures and proto-
cols. Learning as we knew it, was on the cusp of chang-
ing forever. We spoke every night and I could hear the
fear and frustration she was dealing with and wished I
could be there, if even just to give her a hug. 
We didn’t have the virus, but it had us all. 

To make matters worse, we had a broken dog at home.
A couple weeks before I left for Florida, we had adopted
Kona, a French Bulldog mix from a family member who
was struggling to care for three dogs. Kona was a play-
ful dog, stronger at tug a war than I was, able to do back
flips to catch a toy, and dragged us for numerous jogs
around the block each day. My wife and I were getting
better exercise than we had had in quite a while and we
both fell in love with him.

Returning from work one afternoon, my wife found the
dog had injured himself enough that he could not walk
or even stand himself up. Something had happened to
his hips or back and he was in a lot of pain. The vet did-
n’t have a positive answer, just medicate for pain and
wait. 
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‘El Candidato’: A documentary about Bryan Russell, the
first man with Down syndrome to run for public office.

When a filmmaker, such as Ryan Marley, and a disabili-
ty rights activist, like Bryan Russell, team up, good
things are about to happen. In this case, the documen-
tary film ‘El Candidato’ that portrays Bryan Russel, the
first man with Down syndrome running for public
office. ABILITY Magazine spoke with both about their
future plans, the film, political agenda, and much more. 

At the beginning of 2020, Marley and his team flew to
Peru to document a historical event: The campaign of
Bryan Russel, a Peruvian man who wants to become the
first elected politician with Down syndrome in the
world. A big step for the disability rights movement, but
especially for people with developmental disabilities in
Peru. “I am always looking for the passion projects, the
projects, where I can sink my teeth into, an idea our
team believed in,” award-winning filmmaker Marley
said. 

Marley isn’t new to portraying people with disabilities
and chronic conditions. His award-winning feature-
length film ‘Human Trials: Testing the AIDS Vaccine’
followed several men taking part in the first HIV vac-
cine trial in 2000. “They were HIV-negative men being
injected with a preventive vaccine [or a placebo], and
then they were going out and having unprotected sex to
see if it would work.” Furthermore, the filmmaker pro-
duced a documentary series called ‘Employable Me,’
highlighting the challenges of  people with disabilities,
specifically with Down syndrome and autism spectrum
disorder, to find a job. “I had the chance to work with a
number of people with Down syndrome on-camera, so I
felt like this was a world that I understood,” Marley
explained. 

Based on his experience working with a variety of peo-
ple with disabilities, he felt comfortable that he was the
right person to tell Brian’s story. And so off they went to
Peru a week later to meet Bryan Russell and his adviso-
ry team.
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Bryan Russell is a 27-year-old man who took it upon
himself to “try to improve our society” by protecting
the rights of people with disabilities. He aims to use
any opportunity for his country, Peru, to become more
inclusive in any area. According to the Global Down
Syndrome Foundation, Russell is the first man with
Down syndrome worldwide to run for office. Addi-
tionally, he graduated from the University of St. Igna-
cio de Loyola, where he was a social communicator,
his father Michael tells ABILITY Magazine. He then
continued to work in Colombia for a few years, giving
conferences about inclusion in educational facilities
and workplaces. One day a week, Russell volunteers
for the Peruvian Society of Down syndrome. He is an
advocate and now wants to use his skills to change
Peru’s society. Russell’s main political agenda is to
provide access to education and healthcare for every-
one - people with or without disabilities. “In many of
the poor parts of Peru, people can’t send their children
to school. They are out on the street begging or have
to work in the fields to help their parents on their
farms,” Michael Russell said. “We need to empower
the parents,” Bryan adds.

If Bryan would become elected, he wants to imple-
ment a law providing an inclusive education for
everyone. “When Bryan went to school, they offered a
‘support unit’ for people with disabilities. Bryan
would like to make this the standard for everyone,”
Michael Russell explains. “And extra training for

teachers so that all classrooms will be inclusive to a
certain extent, Bryan adds. Following education at
school, Bryan Russell wants to provide training pro-
grams for different trades like carpentry, and all these
courses should be inclusive for people with disabili-
ties. Besides education, Bryan has a firm stand on
healthcare as well. Many people with chronic illnesses
and disabilities cannot afford healthcare in Peru. Rus-
sell wants to make healthcare freely available to
everyone. 

The Latin post starts an article about Russell with the
words: “It may sound odd, but a man with Down syn-
drome will run for public office.” They continue by
saying, “[…] because they are usually questioned
when it comes to mental capability in handling an
office.” Despite this being at the core of the problem:
ableism and misconceptions about people with dis-
abilities, it couldn’t be further from the truth. “When
Bryan was campaigning, we found a lot of people in
the streets who did not believe that people with Down
syndrome - Bryan specifically - had any business run-
ning for Congress. In one-on-one interactions and
through his ability to stand in front of a crowd and
give a dynamic speech, Bryan was able to change the
minds of people who had this prejudice against people
with Down syndrome. Many, many times, we had him
turn somebody from a naysayer into somebody who
would be voting for Bryan,” director Marley said,
“And part of the documentary is the question, does he
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have enough time left to change the hearts and minds
of the voting public in Peru?”

Another central driving question of ‘El Candidato’ for
director Marley is: Can someone with Down syndrome
be an effective politician? According to Marley, the
main character of the film is Bryan, but the documen-
tary will also focus on the two people from Colombia
running his campaign. One is a young woman named
Erika, who’s the head of social media, creating the mes-
sage of the campaign. The other person is Victor, who
came to Peru to be a life coach for Bryan. “If you’ve
ever worked in a documentary world, the hope is that
you’ll land in a scenario where there’s a self-generating
story, where things are happening, and you just jump in
and start following the story. That was certainly the
experience with this shoot,” Marley explained. Marley
and his team spent nine days in Peru - seven before the
election and two days after. 

Unfortunately, Russell was not elected in January 2020,
but he said he would run for the election in April 2021.
According to him, the winners will take their seats in
the Congress on Peru’s national day, the 28th of July,
2021, for five years.

Russell is not the only one that has high expectations of
his work. So does Marley regarding ‘El Candidato.’ His
film is currently in the editing stage. “I am dropping my
oldest son off at school at 9 o’clock in the morning, and

we’re editing the film above a brewery. So around 3 or 4
PM, you go down and get a round for everybody and
come back up and keep going. It’s a pretty awesome
way to work,” Marley describes the process. Marley,
who lives between Toronto and Los Angeles, hopes the
film could make it into some of the biggest international
festivals, such as Sundance or Hot Docs. “The great
hope is that we will have a nice festival run at some
prestigious festivals and getting it on a streaming ser-
vice like Netflix. There are different directions that I
would like to take the film in if we have the ability to do
it financially,” he adds.

‘El Candidato’ is not only a film about the first man
with Down syndrome running for office; it is a docu-
mentary about a changing society, in which people with
disabilities aren’t seen as inferior or incapable. Bryan
Russell and the team behind film director Ryan Marley
prove how hard work and determination for their cause
can actually move hearts and minds.

And spoiler alert: Besides the disability rights frame, ‘El
Candidato’ also has it’s very own love triangle…

Find out more about ‘El Candidato’:

seedandspark.com/fund/el-candidato#story

facebook.com/elcandidato2020
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Kennedy on TV. It wasn’t until realizing she preferred
to work behind the camera, instead of in front of it,
while doing a very life altering internship, that her
career as a publicist took off leading her to CBS.

While working as a publicist for what had been one of
the three major networks when she started, she knew
she wanted to do more. She wanted to see more of reali-
ty, more of what you see when you walk out the door,
more people like her represented on TV.

Letting her passion drive her, she made a PowerPoint
and the case that CBS needed more than a Corporate
Social Responsibility initiative for their entertainment
division. They needed an office, and it needed her. Her
title is now Executive Vice President, Entertainment
Diversity, Inclusion & Communications at CBS Enter-
tainment.

ABILITY Magazine’s Shelly Rohe and Chet Cooper sat
down with her in her office to talk about diversity in
casting and the projects she’s currently working on to
bring more diversity to Hollywood.

iffany Smith Anoa’i, a trail blazer at CBS Enter-
tainment, created a new path, uniquely her own,
that broadly defined diversity in TV programming.
As the Executive Vice President, Entertainment

Diversity, Inclusion & Communications, she works to
show a world in entertainment that reflects all of us,
inclusive of race, ethnicity, gender identity, disability
and more. 

Smith Anoa’i shares her story with ABILITY’s Shelly
Rohe and Chet Cooper and explains how life-changing
events acted as a catalyst to her self-made role at CBS
Entertainment. She talks about how she expands the
thinking and biases of her colleagues, from writers to
casting directors, so that they see the world in a more
inclusive and life affirming way. For Smith Anoa’I, it’s
important that all actors have the opportunity to shine.

Bette Midler said, “When you are passionate about
something, you should pick up your flag and run with
it.” That is exactly what Tiffany Smith Anoa’i has been
doing. As a young girl, she wanted to be a broadcast
journalist and report on sports after seeing Jayne

Tiffany Smith Anoa’i
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Smith Anoa’i: I’d like to introduce Kelley Cape our
intern.

Kelley Cape: Hi, I just started interning here recently,
but I have six-plus years of experience in neurodiversi-
ty. I interned for the National Foundation for Autism
Research over a summer and I’ve been doing a lot of
activism work in redefining what disability means in
popular society. I’m super-involved in that community
and couldn’t be more passionate about it.

Cooper: Where do you go to school?

Cape: I go to USC. I study communication entrepre-
neurship. I’m a junior.

Cooper: And your favorite color? (laughter)

Cape: My favorite color? That’s probably the hardest
question of them all. Today, it’s blue.

Cooper: I like that, “today it’s …”

Smith Anoa’i: I like being able to change it up a little
bit. That’s important.

Cooper: [speaking to Tiffany] Kelley is a great find.

Smith Anoa’i: She is, believe me. And normally, I will

say that normally we always get an amazing group of
applicants, but—and not just because she’s sitting here–
but she blew everyone else out of the water, honestly. It
was the preparation, the professionalism. And again,
I’m not looking for an expert because it’s an internship.
This isn’t a job. It’s much more like—I always say that
the internship has to benefit the intern much more than
it benefits me personally, or even the department. She
was incredible. We’re so lucky to have her.

Cooper: So she’s not getting the benefit? You are?
(laughter)

Smith Anoa’i: Exactly! We’ve been having her sit in
with us to be exposed to this business, you have to see
how it operates. It’s not just, “Can you make a copy?
Can you fax something?” You know? That’s why I said,
“OK, we’re doing this interview this morning. I want
you to sit in.”

Cooper: Nice.

Smith Anoa’i: Any of our major meetings, whatever it
is, she’s right there. Because then you can make that
decision whether you really want to do this as a career
and make an educated opinion on, “OK, this is what I
want to go into.” When I was an intern, I was like, “Oh,
this isn’t what I want to do.” It provided that exposure
also.

Tiffany Smith Anoa’i in her ViacomCBS office
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Cooper: We support a program called ‘Find Your Call-
ing’. It is a multiple-day workshop about the industry so
people can understand the many aspects. It’s about
inclusion and bringing people into the mix of things to
see all the aspects of what the industry has to offer, what
CBS does. They can experience and see anything
excites then for their career plans? We finish the work-
shop with producing a video. The students experience in
front, and behind the camera. Neurodiversity has been a
big issue. We came back not that long ago from present-
ing at the Neurodiversity in the Workplace, at Kennedy
Krieger Institute? Do you know about Kennedy
Krieger?

Cape: I don’t.

Cooper: They’re in Baltimore, a big program on neuro-
diversity.

Smith Anoa’i: You’ll have to look it up.

Cape: That’s awesome. I will.

Cooper: Tell us about the path that has you sitting in
front of us today.

Smith Anoa’i: It’s been one heck of a path, honestly. I
started here at CBS as a publicist, and it is 20 years ago
this month. If I looked it up it would be right around this
time. It was the 1999-2000 television season, and that
particular season is something where the diversity talks
sprouted. 

At that time, there were three major networks, and they
were presenting their fall lineup. There wasn’t any per-
son of color in a leading role, no one with a disability,
no one of veteran status, no one LGBTQ+–not the char-
acter–across all series regulars, across all three net-
works. That’s when it started, the diversity talk, if you
will, started.

I was the only person of color in the department. A lot
of the questions came to me in the sense of “The
NAACP’s on the phone, what do we say?” I’m like,
“They speak English. Just talk to them.” (laughter)
“Let’s just have a conversation.” It kept on kind of
defaulting that way. 

I was looking at our shows, how they were made, how
we promote and market them. And we’re all—when you
just said the workshop that you-all do, Find Your Call-
ing–For me, how I’m in this desk now sitting across
from you-all, there will be a catalyst for everyone’s
career at some point–And for me, it was the death of my
father. My father passed away, and we had that time to
grieve. And I felt that it was one of those where I kept
hearing his voice–not literally, figuratively–saying
“What do you really want to do?”.

I had two weeks off for bereavement. I channeled every-

thing I could into research of Nielsen numbers research
on having an inclusive television broadcast network
across all platforms. I did this PowerPoint, had the num-
bers, armed with everything, came in to my boss when I
came back.

And I was like, “Hey, can I talk to you for a minute?”
“Sure.”(He responded.) I said, “I don’t think you’re
managing me in the most effective way. This is where
television is going, and we’re not even in the ballpark.” 

At first, he was taken aback. “Who’s this little girl in
here telling me that I’m not managing her effectively?”
But I could see it in his eyes that he understood I wanted
to make the company better. I wanted to add value. 

It was two years in the making. It was two years of “No.
Not right now. We don’t have the budget. What would
you do all day.” Blah-blah-blah.d And then when I met
with our former chairwoman, Nina Tassler, I gave her
my pitch, a PowerPoint with updated numbers and blah-
blah-blah. She said, “We would be stupid not to make
this happen.”

Cooper: That was a good response. (laughter)

Smith Anoa’i: It’s a great response. And I was a one-
woman band for a few years. Now, fast-forward, I have
a whole team.

Cooper: Including interns. (laughter)

Smith Anoa’i: Including interns, full, year-round
interns. Not just in the summer. And that’s the shorthand
of how I’m sitting here and why—what the catalyst was,
why I’m passionate about it. Obviously as a woman of
color I want to see not only myself, but those who are
around me in media, and specifically in television.
That’s why I work here. 

The biggest part of it all, though, was that television is a
window into people’s worlds. It’s also free. To me, if
you’ve still got bunny ears, you could get a couple of
channels. Cable, you pay for, but television is free. And
it is not only in our living rooms, but it’s everywhere.
It’s in our hands now. I think we hear stuff perpetuated
so often that, “I saw it on television, so it must be true.”

I want to make sure that if we are broadcasters and we
take that first part of the word–you want to be as broad
as possible. Inclusive storytelling makes everything
richer. It’s not the same story. It’s not a stereotype per-
petuated over and over and over again. We give more
opportunities to have richer storytelling.

Rohe: What was that quote about what you see when
you walk out the door? You said that what you see out-
side your door should be reflective of—

Smith Anoa’i: Yes, it’s a window. I’m saying–to me,
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television is a window to the world to open up. If you
are not seeing yourself reflected, then you are limiting
what it is to me for anyone to even have a job within
that. How would I ever know to be whatever that televi-
sion is even wanting me to be part of it if I’m not visi-
ble? If I’m not—or if one story has always been told,
that’s what is that we go with. So it’s always been some-
thing like, “Oh, that’s just how it’s been done.” I think
that’s what it is.

Rohe: Take us back to day one. What did you start
doing when you started this position?

Smith Anoa’i: Day one–and I’ll tell you, even when I
left her office when she said we’d be stupid not to make
this happen–I walked across this lot right here, and I
called my husband and I said, “They said yes!” And he
said, “Didn’t you want them to?” (laughter) But it has
been one of those—we get used to no’s. I didn’t know if
this is going to happen.

So, day one, it really was organizing how we did busi-
ness and who we did business with. It was really look-
ing at the whole process, from casting and even before it
has to be cast. Let’s go back to development. What
agencies are we working with? I sat in meetings with
everyone so that they knew that this position existed,
that we are here and that we want not just your everyday
clients that you’re used to pitching and stories. So, I
think that day one was really making sure that everyone
knew that I existed. 

I wrote on three Post-It notes, “What do I want this

department to be known for?” It was exposure, access,
opportunity. Those were the pillars, “That’s our North
Star.” Exposure, access, opportunity. Because in order
for someone to be either working in this business as an
executive and/or in front of or behind the camera, you
have to be exposed to the business in some form or
fashion, right? You have to be exposed to it.

Then the next part of it, someone has to say “yes,” and
give you that access, whether it’s an internship, under
five lines on a soap opera, or in the mailroom. You’ve
got that access. 

Then the next is opportunity. “Let me show you what I
can do” because I think that this industry was never
built in mind to be inclusive. It was never—To me, it’s
been systemically one way for years. There’s been to me
a Do Not Enter sign on the door for many, many years.
And now, in my role, and with this team, that sign has
been taken off.

Rohe: Where at some point do you start—it feels like
there was momentum within the industry?

Smith Anoa’i: I think that it took a while because you’re
trying to change something that people don’t think is
broken. You’re also trying not to be seen as a police. I
don’t want to be known as the diversity police. 

I don’t want to be known that I’m trying to take away
your creativity. I want it to be much more that I’m not
taking away, I’m adding. I’m adding something that per-
haps you never thought of. I’m adding something to be
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a resource to you. I’m adding. It’s not taking away. 

I think the first part was really that I always say that
they should call me Professor Smith Anoa’i because I
feel that I’m teaching all the time. I think that there was
a huge part of education. It was really necessary for not
only this role, but how it could benefit every other
department. 

I think that the other part of it is in the industry by far,
social media. It is one of those that now we are seeing
#ShowUsYourRoom, right? “What does your writers’
room look like?” You can’t hide behind that it is not an
inclusive room. Or just—what’s the directing one on
Fridays? Oh, Female Filmmaker Fridays. That’s another
hashtag. You’re seeing women behind the camera. So, I
think that social media definitely again provided that
exposure, and you couldn’t ignore it.

Cooper: [looking at Shelly] You’re smiling. (laughter)

Rohe: I just love hearing your story, it’s so awesome.
Did you grow up in Samoa?

Smith Anoa’i: My husband’s from Samoa. My name has
an apostrophe in it. There’s a funny story because my
maiden name is Smith. Growing up no one ever asked
me how to spell it. I was like, “I wish someone would
ask me how to spell Smith.” My mom’s name is Nancy,
so it was Nancy Smith, and people would comment,
“Sure your name’s Nancy Smith.” Like it was made up. 

And then when I met my husband, he said, “Well, I gave
you a last name that has five letters, 15 syllables, and an
apostrophe.” (laughter) “You got what you asked for.”
I’m actually a native Angelino. I grew up in Malibu. I’m
a beach baby, so I think that I’m very calm because I
grew up near the water.

Rohe: Nice! This past Media Access Awards, you gave
an award to Jay Ruderman. Can you talk to us about the
connection with the pledge?

Smith Anoa’i: Yes. I love the pledge. We’re still the
only network that did that, and I find that asinine, hon-
estly. The pledge is “I’m going to audition performers
with disabilities for our picked-up pilot.” 

All of us are already doing it. But if you can’t make a
public pledge to that? It doesn’t make sense to me. But I
digress. How it came to be–I think that one of the things
in my education of overall talking about diversity–
When I saw the word “diversity”,–and even if it was 19
years ago or today–I can look in someone’s eyes, and I
can see that they’re thinking of someone black. Always.

Cooper: My eyes?

Smith Anoa’i: Not yours. (laughter) I’m using it broad-
ly. Normally, that’s what—diversity is synonymous

number one, with ethnicity and race. It is never thought
of as neurodiversity, as a performer with a disability, a
veteran, LGBTQ characters, women over 50. Not
thought of, right? So I think that, in my passion of edu-
cating people, whenever we would talk, we would ask
them, “OK, you have this role”—I forget what show it
was. I think it was S.W.A.T.–And they were going to
Venice Beach. The cops pull up–the SWAT team pulls
up to a basketball game going on. And I said, “You
know what? The Paralympics are in town next week.
Why don’t we have them outside playing basketball?”
And it was like I had solved the hardest math problem
ever known to man. It was just, “Yes, why not?” 

Because nine times out of ten, it’s much more. As
opposed to coming from malice, they’re just not think-
ing about us. That’s the other thing, which is to me a lit-
tle bit more disheartening. “Gosh, you didn’t even
think?” Those were the things. To me, it was my mis-
sion that I really wanted to—with performers with dis-
abilities, I wanted to make sure that was at the forefront
of the diversity conversation.

And then the other part was casting. What we found that
casting directors’ offices are notoriously on the second
floor of buildings in Hollywood that don’t have eleva-
tors. So, anyone who uses a wheelchair wouldn’t even
be able to make it, right? Or any other physical disabili-
ty that would prevent someone from stairs. They could-
n’t even go to the audition. That was another thing. So,
we have a first-floor audition space here on the lot for
any production that wants to utilize it. 

Jay Ruderman found out about this and what we were
doing with casting– plus what we were doing with East-
erseals’ filmmaker challenge that I was a part of. And
we met and started working together. And finally last
year, when he said, “Will you sign this pledge? A public
pledge because you do need that.” And I was in the
room, and I said, “Absolutely.” And we’re continuing to
work together. 

There was an email from a casting director that said,
“With our pledge to the Ruderman Foundation, we were
able to create this role for someone who uses a wheel-
chair. This is who we’re selecting. It was so organic and
natural. We wanted to let you know.” It was like, “It’s
working!” Because you have to put it out there.

Another thing we did that I’ll share with you–At the
beginning of the season we meet with executive produc-
ers to show them (a handout). “This is who we are.
These are the initiatives we have. These are a few of the
organizations we work with. These are our statistics.” 

In the middle section, where you see kind of percent-
ages, I said, “These are FF, fun facts.” But I like to call
them frightening facts because of the disparities. I want
to make sure that this (handout) is something—and I
laminated it also so they couldn’t throw it away–This
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was something at the top of the season. 

We’d go in, talk to the entire writers’ room. So they
haven’t written any episodes yet. They haven’t thought
about characters. Whatever it might be. We have this
(handout), and they all have it in their writers’ room as a
reminder. I want them to know that one in five people
(have a disability). It’s one of those that’s top of mind,
and that has been really invaluable as we move forward.

Cooper: I feel really bad that you’re going to change
this because you’re going to add abilityE. (laughter)

Smith Anoa’i: Of course, we are! And we have to
change it because this is old. It’s about to change short-
ly. We’ll put that right there. Plus, I have to also change
the logo because now we’re ViacomCBS. So, this is six
months old, but it’s still a nice reminder, right?

Rohe: I love that it’s laminated.

Smith Anoa’i: I did laminate it because I knew it would
go right in the trash if I didn’t. Or get lost, maybe not
intentionally. 

Cooper: Have you been to this comedy—[looking at the
information sheet]

Smith Anoa’i: Comedy Showcase? We created it, and
I’ve been at the helm for the past—this was our 16th
year. Our Showcase is one of the things that I am defi-
nitely most proud of. Did you attend this year?

Cooper: No, I didn’t even know!

Smith Anoa’i: What?

Cooper: I’m a firm believer that humor is part of a heal-
ing aspect in life. So, add disability and humor, I’m
always there.

Smith Anoa’i: It was wonderful. I will make sure that
you’re on the list for next time. It’s always the third
week in January. We will make sure that you’re there.

Cooper: Shall we tell the intern? (laughter)

Smith Anoa’i: Nope, I will already know! I will tell
Joshua right now! (laughter)

Cooper: That’s great. We just—the magazine’s been
around 30 years, and from the beginning we have a
humor therapy, and the writers are always people with
disabilities. The longest is Jeff Charlebois, do you know
him? He does such a great stand-up.

Smith Anoa’i: I’m very familiar with him.

Cooper: He has a great voice, he can sing. Sorry, back
to—

Rohe: We were talking about lamination. I love that
there is a permanency to something that may be tempo-
rary. I think it’s so neat you did that visual reminder of
how—like you were saying, in TV and Media Access
Awards. 

We started to talk to you about casting and what we’re
doing. It’s kind of along that line that when you see
something or if you don’t see something, it becomes
unimportant. That group that you’re considered part of
is obsolete or not thought of. 

When you’re talking to casting people and writing peo-
ple, what are you saying?, 

It’s understood that lead roles probably need to be that–
the money draw is the lead actor. Can some parts of the
rest be nonlead roles be given to people with a disabili-
ty? Do you do other things like that?

Smith Anoa’i: Oh, yeah, all the time. We’ll come in as a
constant. We’ll look at every script, especially when
we’re saying we’re to be utilized as a resource, we want
to make sure that, “OK, what world is that taking place
in? Where are we in the world? Where can we—why
does it have to be?” 

I would say that they call me the “Why not? woman” to
my face and behind my back, too. Because I’m con-
stantly asking that question, “Why not?” In order for
anyone—Like you mentioned, that of course they need
a name to sell a show, mostly. But we make the names,
meaning not me, but collectively in the industry. 

How did they get to become a lead? Because someone
gave them an opportunity after an opportunity after an
opportunity and saw that potential.

My thing is that yes, where I’m not saying, “We have to
have the lead roles or whatever it is, but you have to
give someone so that they can learn this business, and if
that is an extra role, a background role.” Under five,
now guest star, now co-star. You lead up to that. 

But if you’re completely eliminated and never given the
opportunity, then we will hear those myths that “The
pool is too small. No one is available. We can’t find
anyone.” And that’s all horseshit, as far as I’m con-
cerned because if you really—To me, it might take a
couple of phone calls. Whereas I know that this business
runs very quickly, and I need to cast my show and I
need to do it right away, and I can’t wait for two days to
cast one role. I understand all of that.

However, to me, I feel that not only casting directors,
but writers as well have to put that out there and ask for
it. It has to be in there. So I don’t like the term “blind
casting.” I want you to see me! All of me! I want them
to see! It’s not one of those, “Oh, anyone could do it.”
We have to be specific about this.
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Rohe: Is there a formula or something where you would
say, “For this many people we need this many people
with a disability?”

Smith Anoa’i: Not a formula, but especially with the
pledge now, you have to audition. It’s one of those
that—and I don’t want it to be only when the role calls
for it. It’s one of the things like, “OK, I’m at the DMV.
Oh, look at where—” Again, where are these shows tak-
ing place and why not someone, a performer with a dis-
ability? Why not? If we see it in real life, and I’m not
saying that these are documentaries and we’re doing
The History Channel here. It is still entertainment, but
we still have to build authentic worlds because that’s
what our audience expects. And that’s the other part.

When I was talking about all of the social media stuff,
your business will not be sustainable if you’re not hav-
ing authentic interactions with it, where it’s just like,
“OK, I’m in a medical drama based in San Francisco,
and I don’t see a Filipino nurse in that cast.” You’ve had
to have gone out of your way to do that. (laughter)

Cooper: Have you been to the Philippines?

Smith Anoa’i: Absolutely.

Cooper: Most people don’t know they have a sort of

nursing school industry in the Philippines.

Smith Anoa’i: Yes. That’s why the proportion of nurses,
especially from the Philippines, and having migrated to
Spain because they’re their sister and brother country.
The amount of nurses as well as caregivers in Spain has
skyrocketed with Filipinos.

Cooper: [asking Kelley] If you were sitting here asking
questions, what would you ask?

Cape: That’s a good question. (laughter) I would defi-
nitely ask how diversity played a role before your pro-
fessional career, growing up. How did it affect your life
in college, before having the professional decision to do
it?

Cooper: I was going to ask the same question. (laughter)

Smith Anoa’i: See? You had it right there. (laughter) I
think that anyone who is from a marginalized group,
you are always made aware that you’re “othered” by
others. I didn’t have—it wasn’t anything specific that—
it’s not like I grew up in the Deep South in the ’60s and
experienced so much racism. It wasn’t so much that, but
it was one of those where I didn’t see myself. And what
the real–I think first time that I even recognized that, I
was a big football fan.
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My father and I would watch football games. It was
half-time. It’s 1976, I remember I’m sitting on his lap.
We’re watching the game. And a woman comes on the
screen as a sports broadcaster. Her name is Jane
Kennedy. First black female sports broadcaster on CBS.
I looked, and I was—I can remember this—I turned and
I was like, “Daddy, a girl can do that?” And he almost
cried. 

He was like, “Of course they can! Absolutely they can!”
And that was the day that I was like, “I’m going to be a
Jane Kennedy. I’m going to be a sports broadcaster.”
But I didn’t see me on TV, and that was really the cata-
lyst for why—I didn’t even say at first—I mean, I knew
she was—I could recognize that she was black because
she looked like me. But I hadn’t seen that. I said, “A girl
can do that?” And that’s how I—then once I got into the
newsroom, like I was telling you about internships, I
was like, “Oh, I don’t want to do this!”

I watched the production and everything and I was like,
“I don’t want to be in front of the camera. I want to be
behind. I want to tell people what to do, not just listen
and do stories.” That would be the answer to that, Jane
Kennedy. She was a history major.

Cooper: I’m glad I came up with that question. 
(laughter)

Smith Anoa’i: Me, too!

Cooper: It shows the power of what you see on that
screen.

Smith Anoa’i: Oh, it was so powerful. I can—like, I
have goose bumps because I really remember feeling
that I saw her. No one looked like me. No one looked
like my family on TV, at all.

Cooper: That’s what we’re trying to do with abilityE.

Smith Anoa’i: At the Media Access awards, there
was—do you remember who gave this quote? They
were saying, with performers with disabilities who
weren’t born with a physical disability, “It’s the only
minority group that you could join at any time.”

Cooper: They’re called TABs, temporarily able-bodied.

Smith Anoa’i: Is that the quote? I don’t know if they
said “minority” or just “group” that you could join at
any time.

Cooper: We say “the only minority you can join at any
time”, but it’s said both ways. It’s the largest minority,
and the reason is that all other minorities are in it as
well. When we think about employment, if you’re an
African American woman—with a disability, it becomes
more difficult to find employment.

Smith Anoa’i: Yes.

Cooper: Have you heard about the NIH statistic about
disability?

Smith Anoa’i: No.

Cooper: On average, everyone will experience one or
more disabilities for 13 years in their own lifetime. I
describe it as the bell-shaped curve of life. If you’re on
the top of the curve and you’re starting to go downhill
on the other side, as we pick up speed, we pick up more
and more disabilities. Hearing is usually the first that
goes, and then things like osteoporosis, cancer, etc.

We say it’s the fabric of life. You might be hit by a bus
and not have a disability, but on average—and as medi-
cine gets better, we live longer, so it’s a quality of life
issue as well.

Smith Anoa’i: I’ll use that one.

Smith Anoa’i: Exactly, but not with that! (laughs)

Cooper: I was with an actor who uses a wheelchair and
went into a building that has an elevator, but it’s such an
old building that the buttons are so high that the person
in the wheelchair cannot get to the button for the casting
office. If I hadn’t been there, they would have had to
wait for someone to come in. And it was a very small,
narrow office that people in the waiting room had to
move their chairs to allow a wheelchair to get through.
They’re not thinking ahead.

Smith Anoa’i: Not at all. That was my biggest thing.
When I saw that it’s not so much that—you can’t say—I
mean, I think that institutional racism, sexism, all of that
has been around for years and is still very prevalent.
However, I still feel that it is just not thinking at all.
“This is what a family looks like.” Because it’s been
regurgitated down our throats for our whole lives. My
Three Sons. This is what—a woman doesn’t work. For
me, it’s been institutionalized of what fill-in-the-blank
looks like. Right now, that’s why we’re still having so
many firsts.

Cooper: TV’s so powerful because you can change
those dynamics. 

Smith Anoa’i: Exactly. We have a casting director lun-
cheon. We do it annually, and we get every casting
director for every show. It’s not only just the network
and studio casting, but it’s also each show has a casting
director. We usually have guest speakers. This year we
had Nyle DeMarco. 

We also had another actress who has started a coalition
group for Middle Eastern and North African actors. It
was one of those that we heard a lot of the casting direc-
tors–and there were 67 of them in the room that day–
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and they kept using the phrase, “Diversity is a priority
for us. It’s at the top of our minds. We always ask our
producers if we can open it up for every role. Like, if it
isn’t specific, we’d like to open it up. We always ask
them if we can open it up to diversity.” I kept hearing
that, similar to what you were saying, and it kept hitting
my ear.

So I asked them, “What are we opening it up from?
What is closed?” And then they said, “Oh, well, you
know.” And I was like, “No, I don’t. What are we open-
ing it up from? If the baseline straight white male, then
it feels like you’re putting a square into a circle. I don’t
want to hear that we’re opening it up. It should be open
to everyone.”

Cooper: What was the response?

Smith Anoa’i: Again, flabbergasted. (laughter) They
looked like, “I never thought of that. And they don’t
understand, that there was lots of biased language in

casting. There’s so much biased language especially for
casting directors, there’s no school for casting directors.
You don’t go to school to be a casting director. You
might work within the industry, but you don’t get a cer-
tificate, a degree. 

You bring in your own biases on what a firefighter looks
like, what a doctor, a leading woman looks like. Every-
one has it. I have biases, of course. Everyone has natural
biases. But those are the things we’re trying to get them
away from, that language. It’s like, “The pool is too
small. We won’t be able to find someone. They won’t
have the acting ability.” How do you know? If you don’t
give someone the shot, how are you going to know that?
And the pool is so small? Why do you think the pool is
so small?

Rohe: My background is in casting. I started as assistant
to a casting director and then I had a brain tumor and
ended up using a chair. Chet asked me one day in my
big Aha! moment, “When you were casting, did you

Tiffany Smith Anoa’i speaking about diversity awareness
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cast people with disabilities?” I had worked with people
with disabilities prior, so I was thinking, “No, I did what
I was told.”

Smith Anoa’i: Mm-hmm.

Rohe: I did what I thought the director or producer
wanted. I was so nervous to deviate from that. It’s so
amazing that you give permission that way to think for
themselves.

Smith Anoa’i: Yes, absolutely! That’s the other thing.
To me, when it says—and that was the other thing I
gave them at the casting director luncheon. We all see
on break-downs, “Submit all ethnicities.” That’s how
they’re saying that they’re being inclusive. “Well, we
tell our agents to submit all ethnicities.” And it’s like,
it’s our job to make sure that all ethnicities are in the
room. That’s our job. You can put that one little line, but
how much do you pay attention when you’re on the air-
plane and the lady’s going over the seat belt or the
man’s going over the seat belt tutorial. I don’t pay atten-
tion to that. It’s the same concept. I think it says to sub-
mit all ethnicities, but very often they don’t.

Cape: I think that’s a diversity inclusion topic, too,
where it’s one thing to be invited to the party and anoth-
er to be asked to dance. There’s a big difference
between diversity and diversity inclusion.

Smith Anoa’i: Of course! Because casting can plug in
people. But if we’re really going to be inclusive, we’ll
make sure that we’re looking at our writers and making
sure that they’re given the opportunity to write full sto-
ries for everyone, and not just one singular part of the
population.

What I’m really excited about with this merger with
Viacom is now we are together with Nickelodeon. We
have the opportunity to be over children’s programming.
That’s huge. 

We are with Paramount. That’s film now. We are with
all of the cable groups over there. Our world has now
expanded so much more where I can give many more
laminated sheets out (laughter) to so many more people
that the conversation is no longer to me à la carte. It’s
on the main dish with everything. I think that’s what’s
next, continuing all of the initiatives that we have,
building out new ones, and hopefully more people sign-
ing the Ruderman pledge.

Cooper: Was there someone in Viacom with your 
position?

Smith Anoa’i: Yes. We’re working together. She’s on
the East Coast, so we’ll be working together.

viacomcbs.com
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radar, for example, the way those things work is that
you electronically steer the detection of the signal. In
this case, the idea was to steer the microphone not phys-
ically, but electronically, to capture sound, and then
deliver it to her ears. 

She was, at the time, wearing a cochlear implant, which
she had gotten in 1996. So this means that we met after
1996, almost certainly, because she didn’t get the array,
the necklace, until after the cochlear implant, which was
her first implant. So it could have been somewhere
between 1996 and maybe 1998 or so. That would be my
guess.

Cooper: OK, that’s getting closer. Now let’s see if it was
a Monday or Tuesday?

Cerf: (laughs) Right, at 8:00 o’clock.

Cooper: So, here’s what I remember when we were talk-
ing. I thought you said something about you helped
develop email.

Cerf: That’s right. Although let’s be careful about credit
here.

Cooper: Ok. We take Master Card, Visa—(laughs)

Cerf: (laughs) The original idea for electronic mail came
during the period when time-sharing was invented.
That’s about 1961, when time-sharing was first invented
at MIT.

Cooper: What does “time-sharing” mean?

Cerf: Ok. When computers were first built, it was one
person at a time who could use them. Then they auto-
mated the process a little more so that you could submit
work to the computer with a big deck of cards, and it
would do one at a time. It’s called “batch processing”,
one after the other, but it was still only one task at a
time that the computer would do. In 1961, using a PDP-

hances are you are reading this article online. Are
you on the Internet? Or are you on the World
Wide Web? Is there a difference? For our
younger readers, you may feel like these things

have always been around. For the rest of us who
remember dial-up connections, you know this is all his-
torically new to us in the last 30 years. How did we get
here?

This story begins with ABILITY’s Chet Cooper remi-
niscing on a past meeting with Vinton Cerf, Vice Presi-
dent and Chief Internet Evangelist at Google, internet
pioneer and big reason behind why we are all so inter-
connected. Cerf, nicknamed: Father of the Internet,
transports us back in history, sharing the origins of the
technology we have come to depend on today.

Cooper: We met—how many years ago? You said
you’ve been with Google now for 15 years?

Cerf: Since 2005.

Cooper: I met you when you were at MCI.

Cerf: Right. I’ve been at MCI twice, but we probably
met after 1994 because my second tour with them was
to build two Internet networks for them, MCI Net and
vBNS (very high speed Backbone Network System) for
the National Science Foundation (NSF). So, it would
have been after 1994 and before 2005. I guess we can
kind of narrow that down.

Cooper: It might have been just ’94. So, here’s the ques-
tion I had. So your wife had this device around her neck
that was helping her hearing. At the time, that was rela-
tively new. Would that have been ’94 or earlier?

Cerf: Yes. This was probably—Bernie Widrow at Stan-
ford University was very interested in helping people
with hearing problems. So, he designed a necklace that
had seven microphones in it. It was intended to be an
array microphone. And if you’re familiar with array

Co-creator of email and the internet
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1 machine from the nascent (early) Digital Equipment
Corporation—

Cooper: Good memory!

Cerf: Actually, it’s sort of about that time I was starting
at Stanford University as an undergraduate, so I didn’t
have my fingers in the time-sharing pie yet. But John
McCarthy and others at MIT said, “Why can’t we allow
more than one person at a time to use this computer?
The computer is fast enough that it can serve one per-
son, and then quickly serve another person. And then
quickly serve another.” 

So, sitting at a terminal, which you see all the time now,
people could be interacting with the computer, feeling
as if they had total control over it, while the computer
was actually paying attention to people in a round-robin
fashion. That’s time-sharing. Literally, you’re sharing
the time on the computer.

ARPANET and The First Email

Cerf: The idea of leaving a message for someone in this
time-shared machine was beginning to evolve. It was
mostly just leaving a file for someone else to look at. It
wasn’t formalized in the way we think of email today.
Then around 1969, time-sharing is now fairly well
developed, and the Defense Department decide to do the

ARPANET project to tie together a wide range of differ-
ent kinds of computers in support of computer science
research.

Cooper: This is considered the basics of the Internet?

Cerf: This is the origins of the—the ARPANET is the
first packet-switched, large-scale packet-switched net-
work. It was sponsored by the Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency (ARPA). One of the organi-
zations that did the actual packet switches—we’d call
them “routers” today, but we called them “packet
switches” then. Actually, we didn’t call them that. We
called them interface message processors, IMPs. Bolt,
Beranek & Newman in Cambridge, Massachusetts,
developed the packet switch.

One of the guys who was working on the time-sharing
systems, Ray Tomlinson, figured out that if we had
time-sharing systems tied together on this network, that
it would be possible to send a file from one machine to
another—which is part of the purpose of building the
ARPANET. So, we could share resources, whether it
was remote access to the time-shared computer or the
ability to send information back and forth. 

Around 1971, Ray figured out that if he could just tell
his computer to send his file to another machine and
deliver it to a user on that machine, that we could send
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messages to each other. But then he had the problem of
figuring out, “How do I tell the computer which com-
puter to send it to and which person it should be handed
to? Whose filing system it should go into?”

So, he’s trying to separate the name of the user and the
name of the computer, and he’s looking on the keyboard
to find a character which is not already used by the
other operating systems for some special purpose, and
the only character that isn’t already used for something
else is the @ sign. Which makes perfectly good sense:
user@post. And so he invents electronic mail and the
way you refer to someone is to send the message to a
user@the name of the host computer. That’s 1971.

Of course, all of us who were working on the
ARPANET made immediate use of this because it had
the pleasant feature that you didn’t have to be awake at
the same time, unlike telephone calls. That meant you
could work with someone who was several time zones
away. You could send a message, and when that person
woke up, they could get the message and answer it. 

This idea of being able to work remotely over different
time zones was very attractive, and it allowed ARPA to
have projects that spread over many time zones, includ-
ing six, seven, or eight time zones. For example, from
California to London, there’s an eight-hour time differ-
ence. I was at Stanford Universe carrying on research
with my colleagues at University College London using
email as our primary means for coordination because of
the eight-hour time difference.

Cooper: When we talked, you mentioned you were not
sure where you were, but your wife was in Europe for
some reason, and you were working—it was a way for
you to communicate with her, since it was easier
because she was—

Cerf: Well, OK. Let me get to that. Just to pick up,
email essentially gets invented in 1971 by Ray Tomlin-
son. I don’t enter into the email picture as other than a
user until 1982. At this point I am just finishing my six-
year tour at ARPA. I have essentially completed the
Internet project from my point of view, and it’s ready to
launch. It gets turned on January 1st, 1983, after, from
my point of view, a decade of work, from 1973 to 1983. 

So I left the Defense Department in very late ’82 as the
Internet’s getting launched to go to work for MCI. What
did I promise MCI? I promised to build them an elec-
tronic mail service called MCI Mail. So that was a com-
mercial email service, and it wasn’t even the first one.
There were several others that already existed. TimeNet
had something called OnTime. Telenet had something
called Telemail. CompuServe had an email service. 

There were several commercial email services. They
were disconnected from each other. If you didn’t have
an account on the same email service, you couldn’t talk

to someone else. MCI Mail was like that, too. It was an
isolated system, except that when we designed it, we
made sure it was prepared to connect to other email ser-
vices, unlike the rest of them.

When I had finished my work on MCI Mail I rejoined
my partner Bob Kahn at his new company, CNRI, Cor-
poration for National Research Initiatives, in 1986. In
1988, I proposed to the government that we should
experiment with connecting commercial email to the
Internet. 

That would have broken a rule because the rule at the
time was none of the government-sponsored backbones
of the Internet could carry commercial traffic. It was an
appropriate use policy that was set by the National Sci-
ence Foundation. So I convinced them that they should
allow this experiment to happen, which would require
the commercial traffic to flow on the Internet backbone.
They approved it for a year.

In 1989, I announced that we had connected MCI Mail
to the Internet. As soon as we announced that, every
other commercial email service—time-shares, OnTime,
Telemail, CompuServe—all said, “Wait a minute! Those
MCI guys shouldn’t have this privilege. We should,
too.” So they all connected to the Internet. As soon as
they did that, they suddenly discovered that everyone in
each of those previously private email services could
talk to everybody else through the Internet. 

Because they had to adopt the addressing conventions of
the Internet in order to interact with it, and in the course
of adopting those conventions, they could interact with
anyone on any other email service. In some ways, that
interconnection single-handedly destroyed the commer-
cial email business because Internet mail was free.

Cooper: Oh! You bastard, you!

Cerf: (laughs) Yeah, right!

Cooper: (laughter)

Cerf: Shocking! Actually, it was interesting because
those email services continued for quite a long time. In
fact, my story is that I left MCI in 1986 to join Bob
Kahn, and the commercial MCI Mail system continued
to run even after interconnecting with the Internet. Then
I rejoined MCI in 1994, after eight years with Bob
Kahn, and took over running the MCI mail system
again. It continued to run until 2003, when I finally shut
it down, and the reason was that it hadn’t kept up with
all of the other Internet-based email services.

Cooper: Back to trying to see if my memory has any
connection to reality, I felt like you said something that
included you writing some notes down on a napkin.
Does that ring a bell?
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Activism and happenstance, as Camryn Manheim explains, lead her to be a skillful sign language inter-
preter, accomplished actress and champion for people with disabilities in the entertainment industry.
Manheim is best known for her role as Ellenor Frutt on The Practice and, recently, Lieutenant Cosgrove
on Stumptown.

While practicing social distancing with ABILITY’s Shelly Rohe and Chet Cooper via Zoom, Manheim
revealed her experience, mixed with humor, that lead to a successful acting career. She also shared valu-
able advice for burgeoning actors and for anyone starting a new career. 

Cooper: Nice seeing you the other day. Before we get going, you had said to me, “Gosh, you haven’t
changed!” You took me by surprised because I was thinking the same thing about you. I was thinking
you haven’t changed, and I didn’t say it out loud. I think we first met over 15 years ago, could it have
been that long?

Manheim: We look exactly the same. I would have totally picked you out of a lineup. (laughter)

Cooper: Uh-oh!
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always been such a fan of him and his activism. And to
have him there in that capacity working as an amazing
actor in a wheelchair doing incredible work was like a
trifecta for me.

Cooper: Do you remember how the episode had a twist
to it?

Manheim: Oh, God! Yeah, there was—did he end up
killing his wife? Was that what happened?

Cooper: Yeah, he ended up being the bad guy, which I
thought was so great. It twisted that typical mindset.

Manheim: Well, you’ve got to hand it to David Kelly.
The wonderful thing about him is that he is not pre-
cious, right? He doesn’t need to say, “Oh, I feel sorry
for this person in a wheelchair who used to be Super-
man. No, I’m going to get everyone, all the viewers, to
fall in love with him and feel sympathetic towards him,
and then I’m going to twist the knife when I tell them he
was the villain.” (laughter) David Kelly, he’s—in a
wonderful way–that is such a great statement for David
to make, that people, everyone, has flaws, including
people with disabilities. We don’t have to just feel sorry
for them and think their lives are somehow inadequate.

Manheim: Which could happen when you don’t age —
you’re responsible for all the sins of the past. (laughter)

Cooper: (laughs) It was really great to see you [at the
Media Access Awards]. It brought back a lot of memo-
ries. I went back into the issue when you were on set
with Christopher Reeve during The Practice. It brought
back so many memories of that time. I thought we
would meet in person, and I was going to bring the mag-
azine and have you look through the pages, the hard
copy, and see about the memories that would flood out.

We had a great picture we took of the crew with you and
the other actors and Christopher. It was a memorable
moment for me, and I’m sure for you. Do you have any
memories of working with Christopher?

Manheim: I remember being so grateful for what he
does for the disabled community, how he’s so gracious
and how gracious he is in the world. What he did for
legislation in Washington, his energies that reached such
a wider audience. He was able to take his star power and
gorgeous spirit and attitude and translate that to other
people, who may be at home and never saw themselves
shown in such a sophisticated and wonderful light like
he was able to do on our show. Just personally, I had

Marlee Matlin and Camryn Manheim on the red carpet                
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They were really great. And after some discussions,–
because there were some concerns publicly in the advo-
cacy area around too much discussion around the word
“cure,”–he modified and said, “I’m trying to get back to
who I am because of the energy, but it doesn’t mean I’m
not looking at and focusing on other things.” He was
quite open to understanding, as he was thrust into this
limelight, to start learning about advocacy. The media
had grabbed him right away and was saying, “Superman
with a disability.”

Manheim: Yeah, sure. How is the foundation doing
now?

Cooper: It’s moving forward. It’s doing things that it’s
meant to do, both quality of life grants still and advoca-
cy work around legislation, and also research. It’s con-
tinuing to put money towards spinal cord research. The
legacy is continuing, which is great.

Manheim: Beautiful.

Cooper: The other thing I was thinking about you is the
first time I saw you, met you, it was at the Academy of
Television Arts & Science, the venue on Lankershim. It
was a Special Olympics event, and I saw you just signing

ABILITY   43

No. They are—they have the same needs and desires as
everybody does, and if that includes murder, so be it.
(laughs)

Cooper: Everyone could be a good murderer. (laughter)

Manheim: It was very special to have him there, for
sure. We were all extremely excited to have him there.
Not just because he’s Christopher, he’s Superman, but
because of what he has done for the world with his
foundation, with his advocacy, with his shining a light
on something that has never been exposed like he was
able to do it. He was very special.

Cooper: I really liked him. He also became quite aware
that there was the issue with too much of the media
focus on only cure and not quality of life issues. He was
quite open when I talked to him that his foundation
moved in both directions, in parallel, both research grant
monies and also what they call quality of life grants,
where people with a financial condition, whatever it
might be, can find some funds to create a different qual-
ity of life for them. 

They were—the foundation was the second sponsor that
we had for the ABILITY House in Washington DC.

           Camryn Manheim, Daryl Hannah, Virginia Madsen, Wanda Sykes, Brooke Shields, at "The Hot Flashes"
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away. Your hands are flying, speaking, signing to some-
one, and that’s when I first met you. Can you give us a
brief background on how you became so proficient in
signing?

Manheim: OK, you want a brief background?

Cooper: No, I like long, actually. (laughter)

Manheim: OK, sure. The way the story goes is I’m the
daughter of two Jewish educators. Their only son went
to Harvard, and I was expected to go to a fancy college
and get a fancy degree. Unfortunately, you have to have
two languages to get into a fancy college, and I just do
not have the aptitude for language. I failed French and
Spanish twice and ended up having to go to a communi-

ty college for a short period of
time to get my language
requirement to go on to univer-
sity, where I eventually got a
master’s degree from NYU.

While I was at community col-
lege, I thought, “I’m going to
have to take something really
out of the box because I’m so
bad at this.” I was looking at
Chinese and Polish, and then I
stumbled on a little notice that
said “Sign language taught.
One semester only.” That was
fantastic and also terrible
because I needed two semesters
of sign language. Without the
registrar’s knowledge, I signed
up for beginning and interme-
diate sign language in the same
semester. In a twist of total
irony, I took intermediate sign
language at 10:00 a.m. and
beginning sign language at
1:00 p.m. it was such a mess.
(laughter)

I somehow managed to pass
both of those classes. And the
really crazy thing is I got an A-
in intermediate and a B+ in
beginning. (laughter) At any
other time in my life I would
have 100% protested the
ridiculousness of those grades.
But because I felt like I had
pulled off the crime of the cen-
tury, I took my A- and B+ and I
went off to UC Santa Cruz,
where I got my bachelor’s
degree in drama.

So, there I was at UC Santa
Cruz for four years. I never

signed again after I took my one semester with two
classes in it. And honestly, I had just found out that I
had gotten into NYU, and I was packing up to leave and
sending things at the post office. When I was walking
home from the post office, I saw a man get hit by a car.
This was long before cell phones and computers. I ran
to the nearest house and knocked on the door and I said,
“We need to call for an ambulance. There’s a man who
was hit by a car, and he’s lying in the street.”

So, we called the authorities. They came immediately
and surrounded this man and started asking him ques-
tions like “What’s your name?”. And he didn’t respond.
So, they asked him again, “Sir, can you please tell us
your name?” He didn’t respond. I guess they assumed

Camryn at Milo's high school graduation
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he was in shock, so they yelled at him even louder. “Sir,
what is your name?” And he still didn’t respond. And
there was something in me–I don’t know where it came
from or how I possibly could have been intuitive
enough to understand– But I walked across the street
and I tapped a policeman on the shoulder and said, “Is it
possible this man is deaf?” And he looked at me and
said, “Oh, my God, do you know sign language?” And I
said, “One semester’s worth. Well, it’s two classes.
Well, it’s complicated.” (laughter)

There are a few things you never forget when you take a
sign language class. You usually remember the alphabet,
“Are you deaf? I am hearing.” And of course, you
remember, “I’m sorry, can you sign that slower?”
Because that’s all you do when you’re a baby sign lan-
guage learner. So, I was able to—I leaned over and
asked him, “Are you deaf?” And he lifted up his broken
arm and signed, “Yes.” And I said, “Oh, my God, he
said yes!” And the policeman said, “Oh, you have to get
his phone number!” and I said, “I don’t know numbers!”
They’re really hard in sign language and confusing
when somebody is upside-down with a broken arm.

After about—I don’t think I’m exaggerating—ten
attempts of getting his phone number, which I then got
to use the only other sign language I knew, which was,
“I’m sorry, could you sign that slower? I’m sorry, could
you sign that slower?” I think I got his phone number.
When I signed it back to him, he lifted his hand and
said, “Yes.” I gave the police the phone number. I
remember feeling too inadequate and feeling so filled
with anxiety that I was being called upon to help in this
circumstance, and I was not—I wasn’t—I didn’t have
the skills to do it.

They got the phone number. They thanked me. They
were putting him in the back of the ambulance, and the
policeman said, “Would you come to the hospital with
us?” And I said, “Honestly, I’m telling you truthfully. I
don’t know sign language. You just got all that I know
out of me.” And he said, “Well, you know more than we
do.” 

And then—I joke about this, but I remember this very
clearly because I’ve been an activist from way back, and
I have been arrested for my activism–and I remember
the policeman asking me to get in the back of the police

Camryn and Jennifer Love Hewit filming Ghost Whisperer
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car. And I had this momentary thought of “I have never
been asked so nicely to get in the back of the police car
before. I think I should go.” (laughter) I thought it never
hurts to know a police officer who’s nice to you. So, I
went. I didn’t know what I was doing. I was just—it
was the sheer panic. I was trying to be a good citizen. 

But I do think it’s important to note that what I did back
then was just someone who was trying to be helpful.
The truth is there are laws against doing things like that
now because it’s not always helpful to have someone
who doesn’t know the language interpret for a family
who needs real information. And I like to point that out
because, in some cases, when there’s real medical prob-
lems that need to be discussed and parlayed to a family,
having someone who is doing charades is just not going
to cut it. 

So, it was really good—it’s a really good thing that the
ADA stepped in and that interpreters who are qualified
are now in positions in courtrooms and in hospitals,
where people need real information that’s life-saving in
some cases and critical to their life. I think that’s really
important to mention because while the story is sweet,
it’s also important to know that everybody needs a pro-
fessional interpreter in these critical situations.

I did go to the hospital and I did get that right phone
number from him because his family showed up shortly
thereafter, his parents, his wife, and his two children, all

of whom were deaf. You can imagine how the relief I
hoped to have experienced did not manifest. (laughter)
It was really scary—

Cooper: Rather it multiplied.

Manheim: —especially when the doctor came out and
said, “Could you please tell them that he has a small tear
in the lower left ventricle of his heart.” I said, “No, I
can’t tell them that.” And he said, “I’m sure you can
explain it.” And he started to try to do some charades
and then I took a piece of paper. I drew a heart. I sliced
it into four quarters. I took a red pen and started sewing
up. I literally used a combination of charades, pic-
tionary, and natural gestures, which I came to learn in
later years are used all the time in sign language. So, I
did have some good signing skill just by being an
actress and a person who uses my hands and uses natur-
al gestures. 

But what I really was able to convey was that he would
be just fine, and that the doctor felt extremely confident
that they would mend him and heal him, and he would
be walking out of the hospital in two days. And that is
the best I could give to the family. I felt good about that.

This was a time when I didn’t have a TTY. There was
no texting. I didn’t have a computer. There was no way
for me to have ever kept in touch with this family. So,
when I walked out of the hospital that day, I realized

Tom Selleck and Camryn              
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that I was never going to know what happened to that
man. I guess in a weird way, to keep connected, I
thought about it all the time. I’m getting emotional as
I’m talking about it now. 

I still think about him because that moment in my life
really changed the trajectory of many things–not just me
as a citizen, but somebody who’s an activist. Someone
who was really able to do something that really matters
and makes a difference to other people. And then it
opened up an entire new world of incredible people and
experiences to me.

Rohe: Have you kept up with signing?

Manheim: What happened was a few days after that
experience, I moved to New York. I was packing up to
go and that’s when it happened. And it just stuck with
me. I’m not an extremely religious person. I’m not
extremely spiritual. I come from a very scientific family
of mathematicians and scientists and physicists. I think
more along those lines. But it stuck with me, in a human
way. 

Anyway, I was walking down the street, probably in the
first week of starting my master’s degree program at
NYU. I was walking down Broadway in New York just
north of Waverly Place. I was looking up at the build-
ings–like they tell you not to do when you’re in New
York. –I was looking up at these beautiful buildings, and

I saw something carved in the stone. It said, “New York
Society for the Deaf.” I was like, “Wow! That feels like
a sign.” I mean, it was a sign. (laughter) And I’m not
one of those people who takes things as signs. But it
was weighing heavy on my heart.

I walked in and I said, “I have Monday evening off from
school. What do you teach on Monday?” And she said,
“This semester we teach beginning sign language. And I
said, “I’m down. I’m in.” And I took a beginning sign
language class. And I loved it, just loved it, on so many
levels. And that Monday night beginning sign language
class turned into Monday night intermediate sign lan-
guage. And then it turned into intermediate sign lan-
guage. And through my three years of going to graduate
school I took seven levels of sign language and I
became basically fluent, communicatively fluent. 

I wouldn’t have known signs for things that were out-
side of my realm, like medical signs or judicial signs or
scientific signs. Things like that I wouldn’t have known.
But I knew plenty of sign language to interpret for
myself and to have full conversations with other people.

And then, if I’m correct, what year did the ADA pass?

Cooper: 1990.

Manheim: Yes. After I graduated from NYU and also
was fluent in sign language, I got a job at the Lexington

   Backstage at Spring Awakening with friends. John Benjamin hickey, Mathew Broderick, Kristen Chenowith, 
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Vocational Center, which was attached to the Lexington
School for the Deaf. They were in the same building. I
became a job coach, where I would go with deaf people
to their new job. And I would stay for a week or two
weeks or however long it took for them to learn their
job, meet the people around them, teach a little sign lan-
guage to the people around them, and get them ready for
a very healthy and fruitful life in their new job. I worked
at the Essex House because there are a lot of deaf peo-
ple who work in the hotel industry. I worked at the
Essex House for a long time. I worked at the post office
for a long time. I must have placed, gosh, 20 people at
the Post office, and that was always an amazing experi-
ence. I’d go to classes with them. They’d take these
seminar classes on how the whole system works, and
then I’d get to be literally in the factories with them as
they were learning the machines. It was such an interest-
ing job.

I worked at factories in Queens, and I rode my motorcy-
cle everywhere.

Cooper: What kind of motorcycle?

Manheim: I had a Honda in Manhattan. I worked at—
what was the place called, the Mental—there’s an island
where there were some mental health—

Cooper: Bellevue?

Manheim: Not Bellevue, it’s an island right outside of
Manhattan. There’s a—shoot! I’ve got to think of what
it’s called. You just drive over a bridge and you get
there. It’s kind of near where the tram goes in New
York. I’ve got to find what it was. But they had some
mental health facilities there. I would also ride my
motorcycle over this bridge and work there. I had the
most interesting jobs. I worked at the World Trade Cen-
ter. I can’t explain it. And it didn’t feel as—I guess what
I’m trying to say is I wasn’t an interpreter yet. I was just
a job coach who was interpreting.

And then the ADA passed in 1990, and one of the provi-
sions in that was that if a deaf person requested an inter-
preter at a place that employs over 15 people, is that
what it is? If you’re at McDonald’s or Sears and you
have hundreds of employees–if a deaf person wanted to
apply for a job and requested an interpreter, you would
have to provide that in a certain time frame. Am I get-
ting that right? You would know more about that.

Cooper: Yeah, and I’d just add to that, today, the EEOC
is suing companies that forget to bring or don’t allow a
job seeker doing an interview to have a sign language
interpreter. Still today, 30 years later, they’re still suing
for the use of these accommodations. 

Manheim: Wow, wow! That’s amazing! That was an
incredible time in New York. The sign language agen-
cies were blowing up. I remember them asking me if

they could put me through a program so that I would get
certified and become an interpreter. So, I went through a
program. I never did the actual certification, but I had
all the skills to be an interpreter. There were some
things I could do and some I couldn’t. Some required
certification. 

So, I interpreted as a job coach for many years. And
then I did interpreting for a while until my career finally
took off and I just didn’t have the same amount of time.
But through the years, I’ve worked with Marlee
[Matlin] several times. I did Spring Awakening on
Broadway with 10 deaf actors. Every time I do a show, I
let them know I’m fluent in sign language and would
love to hire some deaf actors.

But even more than just—anyway, that basically is my
story. (laughs) How I learned sign language is complete-
ly happenstance that I had that experience, which I car-
ried for so long and then finally put it into a reality so
that I could be helpful. 

And by the way–which really is the best part of it–
Because I rode a motorcycle, I did get a lot of jobs. At
one point, we had beepers, not cell phones. And I got
the coveted job of being the on-call interpreter for seven
of the downtown hospitals. Bellevue, St. Vincent, Beek-
man, all the hospitals downtown. I wore a beeper. In the
middle of the night, I’d get calls. I’d hop on my motor-
cycle. I’d come. I’d take off my helmet. I felt like a
superhero. I was like, “I’m here!” (laughter) And I was
there for—I actually got to sign “Congratulations, you
have a baby boy!” It was pretty amazing.

Rohe: That’s cool!

Manheim: I tell my students all the time that it’s really
important that you have a backup plan. And a lot of
them feel like that’s a cop-out, that if you really want to
be an actor, you should just be an actor and not have a
plan B. And I say, “Well, you shouldn’t have a plan B
that hurts your soul. You should have a plan B that lifts
you up.” 

Part of the reason why I think I made it as an actor is
because I had something that elevated me and didn’t
take me down. And therefore, I was able to wait until I
was 35 until I finally made a living as an actor. It all is
intertwined. I am who I am because of very significant
experiences I’ve had. And I would say that that event,
where I witnessed that poor man get hit by a car, had a
chain reaction that has only been extremely positive for
me. I can only hope in my non-believing prayers
(laughs) that the doctor was correct, and he was mended
and went on to live a lovely and prosperous life as well.

Cooper: I can imagine at some point they’re watching
TV or a movie and they’re saying. “That woman looks
very familiar.” (laughter)
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Manheim: “She looks familiar when I am upside-
down.” 

(laughter)

Rohe: When you presented the award at the Media
Access Awards, did you request to do that? How did
you get picked?

Manheim: I think what happened—I mean, I don’t
know exactly what happened–but I recently was elected
secretary-treasurer of Screen Actors Guild-AFTRA,
American Federation of Television and Radio Artists.
We have a big convention every year where 400 people
come from around the country who are in different
locals of our union, and I got a chance to introduce
myself and speak to everybody about what my goals
were as secretary-treasurer. 

One of the things that I said is that I wanted to be a part
of increasing opportunities for disabled performers in
every sector, that I had a real connection to that commu-
nity. And I’ve always tried to elevate them and I wanted
to continue to do that. I talked about a lot of things I
wanted to do, and that was one of them. I think that was
really meaningful to the disabled performers in the
union, and I believe that speech—I can send you a link
to that speech.

Rohe: That would be great.

Manheim: I’m sure that intention got across to the foun-
dation and to the committees. And so, when they were
honoring Nyle DiMarco, I think it felt to them like a
good match because I had so much experience in that
world. I also know Nyle for many reasons. I’ve partici-
pated in his foundation. We have so many friends in
common. He was on “Dancing with the Stars” like my
son was. So, I made a lot of jokes at the Media Access
awards. He was on “America’s Next Top Model,” so
was I. (laughter) We have a lot of connections. He was a
math major at school, my dad was a mathematician. He
won “Dancing with the Stars,” so did my son—in my
mind, so they came in second. (laughter) I think I was a
good person to give him the award because we have so
much history together. That’s how it came to be that I
was able to give this award to him, which was so well
deserved.

Rohe: We were talking at the awards ceremony about a
project we’re working on. Would you have a couple of
minutes to look at that?

Manheim: Sure. Are you talking about looking at it on
Zoom?

Rohe: Yes.

Manheim: All right. Are we done with the interview
portion?

Cooper: I’m not sure.

Rohe: We might have some questions that still might
come home. You said your son was home. Where is he
home from?

Manheim: My son is at NYU, my alma mater. He at the
School of the Arts. It’s so funny. When he left to go to
college, it was right after high school. And you know
high school kids. They’re not a ton of fun to have
around. So I was so happy for him to leave. (laughter) 

Everybody kept asking me, “How are you doing?” I’m
like, “I’m doing great! I don’t have anyone arguing with
me. Things aren’t stinky.” (laughter) He went off to col-
lege and I was doing really great. And then he came
home for Thanksgiving, and he was so loving and so
amazing and so smart and mature. When I brought him
back to the airport a couple of nights ago, I burst into
tears because he’s all grown up now, and just when I
want to spend time with him, he’s gone. (laughter) I was
so emotional, and he was like, “Mom, why are crying?”
And I said, “I like you so much! I don’t want you to
leave!” And then he was on a plane, and that was a
tough one. But he’s coming home soon, so I’m excited
again.

Rohe: Good.

Manheim: He’s at NYU at the School of the Arts study-
ing drama, and he is loving it. He shares a heartbeat
with New York City, which I fully understand. I happen
to have to be going there this weekend for union busi-
ness, so I’m going to take him to a play. I’m excited.

Rohe: Do you know what you’re going to see?

Manheim: Two things. One is Michael Mayer’s Little
Shop of Horrors, which we’re so excited about, and “To
Kill a Mockingbird”, with my dear friend Lisagay
Hamilton and also Russell Harvard, who is a deaf actor
who was in Spring Awakening.

Rohe: Wow! That sounds like fun. Can you think of
anything else you want to talk about?

Manheim: I guess we could talk a little bit about the
idea of how Hollywood is taking inclusion much more
seriously than ever, but not really for disabled actors.

Rohe: Tell us about that. Were you experiencing that?

Manheim: No, I’m not personally experiencing it. I am
noticing that there are a lot of movies and stories about
people with disabilities on the big screen, but they’re
not featuring actual disabled talent. You would never
have a white person playing somebody who’s black on
film, but it seems that over and over again, when it
comes to people with disabilities, they’re being played
by able-bodied actors all the time.
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Rohe: Is anything changing? I hear people saying
things, and I wonder if it’s more noticeable, that there
may be more roles being written? I’m just wondering
where some of that shift is.

Manheim: Shift in what?

Rohe: Perception of people—the rumblings are getting
louder for inclusion. 

Manheim: I think we’re at the very beginning of focus-
ing on including actual disabled people playing not just
roles that have to do with disabilities, but just any role.

Rohe: Yes.

Manheim: For example, I’d like to give a shout-out to
my own show, Stumptown, that has an incredibly
diverse cast from having Adrian Martinez to Michael
Ealy, Tantoo Cardinal, and Cole Sibus, who is a young
man with Down syndrome who amazing, incredible.
You look at something like The Peanut Butter Falcon.
Everyone is very excited about it, but it’s slow-moving.
And I think we’re in the very beginning of a serious
awareness about it. 

There are people who are doing great work in this area,
acting directors like April Webster and the Rudermans,
but I’m just saying we seem to applaud able-bodied
actors for playing disabled people, whether it’s Eddie
Redmayne or Daniel Day Lewis or Andrew Garfield in
“Breathe” or Jake Gyllenhaal in Stronger. And then

there was Todd Haynes’s Wonderstruck, where it cen-
tered on deaf characters, but they were played by hear-
ing people.

And there has been a lot of pushback on that, but we
still have really far to go in that department. I had a con-
versation with the casting director and the producer of
Stumptown about a month ago saying, “I think we need
to be more inclusive when it comes to our disabled per-
formers.” We don’t have to write stories about disabili-
ties. We just have to cast people in all kinds of roles,
whether they’re lawyers or maybe somebody in a
wheelchair works in the police department because they
were injured on the job. You don’t have to talk about it.
Maybe there’s a waitress, somebody who works in a
bookstore. We really need to try to—what am I trying to
say?

Rohe: —reflect what you see when you—

Manheim: —Reflect what the population is, not just so
that actors have work, but because people watching tele-
vision can see themselves reflected in humanity. I obvi-
ously don’t have the exact same issue. But having been
a big woman growing up, I was always looking for peo-
ple like me so that I had role models, people I could see
myself in. I still am always looking for sophisticated,
wonderful depictions of plus-size people on television.
There’s a similarity there. Maybe that’s one of the rea-
sons why I get so fired up about it.
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ABILITY Magazine’s Karina Sturm met with Haben Girma, disability rights advocate, author
and first deaf-blind Harvard Law school graduate on a sunny day in Palo Alto to speak about
Haben’s advocacy, her book, the White House, the ADA, education, and employment for peo-
ple with disabilities and much more. To communicate, Karina types her questions on a key-
board connected to Haben’s Braille note that transmits the letters in real-time. Haben reads the
questions in Braille and answers via voice. Since Karina only typed but did not speak during
the interview, she recorded her questions for this podcast retrospectively.

Area noise (Cars driving on a busy street, people talking in the background)

Karina Strum: Hi Haben. Let’s start by talking a bit about the way we are communicating
right now and why we are using this approach?

Haben Girma: We are using this approach because it is easier for me to access your words this
way. I can read them in Braille when you type on the keyboard. 

Karina: I heard you developed this kind of communication?

Haben: I developed the communication system, and in my book, I talk about how we came up
with this and how I first learned how to use it.
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Karina: How do other deaf-blind people communicate?

Haben: It is a very diverse group. Some deaf-blind peo-
ple communicate through voice. They have enough
hearing to hear what’s going on around them. Some
communicate with sign language. They have enough
vision to see visual signs in front of them. Others might
use tactile sign language, where they put their hands on
top of someone else’s hands to feel the signs. There is
also print on palms, where someone draws on someone's
palm. 

Karina: Sometimes, people don’t quite know how to
approach you. What is a common mistake that people
make around you?

Haben: A common mistake people make is giving in to
fear. Don’t be afraid. No one knows everything. Ask
questions, and you will find out. 

Karina: To be honest, even though I am disabled myself,
I was really nervous too.

Haben: Do you know why?

Karina: I was worried that I could somehow offend you
with my actions without even realizing it.

Haben: I think the most important thing to keep in mind

is that no one is perfect. Even our world leaders make
mistakes. They all sometimes get something wrong. So
if we can accept that we are not perfect, and occasional-
ly get something wrong, then it is easier to deal with
those incidences when something goes wrong. 

Karina: When you say world leaders, did President
Obama make a mistake when talking to you? 

Haben: He did not make a typing mistake, no. 

Karina: Watching your video online that shows parts of
your time at the White House, I got the impression that
he is a pretty nice guy. 

Haben: Very warm and respectful. 

Karina: Today, you are a disability rights lawyer,
activist, and now also a book author. When did you
decide you wanted to fight for the rights of other people
with disabilities?

Haben: In my book, I talk about this story of how I
faced access barriers in college. I didn’t have access to
the cafeteria menu, and I first just accepted the inferior
service. I thought, maybe that’s just our lives as disabled
people. They have to accept inferior service. But it was
happening every day, several times a day. And it was
extremely frustrating. Finally, I hit a point and did some

Haben Girma giving a TED Talk
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research and learned about the American’s with Disabil-
ities Act and realized this wasn’t a special thing or spe-
cial needs thing. It was a legal requirement. So I
reframed the issue as a civil rights issue rather than
something nice to do. And that changed everything in
the cafeteria. I suddenly had access to the menus. And it
made me wonder how many disabled people aren’t
advocating because they don’t know that they have civil
rights. I wanted to join the movement to increase access
for people with disabilities. And then, I started looking
into law school. 

Karina: From my perspective, this was a really brave
thing to do.

Haben: Why was it brave?

Karina: Because sometimes I am afraid of fighting for
my rights because I fear the response. I have made some
bad experiences in the past, which caused me some anx-
iety. 

Haben: Yes, there is a risk that when you stand up for
yourself, you face retaliation. And that risk stops a lot of
people from standing up for themselves. I think what
really helps and pushes someone to go ahead and stand
up is to realize if you advocate, you are not just helping
yourself, you are helping other people. If you don’t do
something, this barrier is going to continue. 

Karina: What do you think are common misconceptions
people have of you as a deaf-blind person?

Haben: I think you know that better than me. What are
your misconceptions?

Karina: I don’t know if I have any, but I certainly have
heard of some. My friend Caitlin, who is blind, told me
that once a person wondered why he couldn’t hear her
blindness on the phone. And another person asked her if
she can see in the rain (like Daredevil)…

Haben: That doesn’t make any sense. Wow, so strange.
(Giggles). Where do people get those ideas?

Karina: One part, I think, is bad representation in media. 

Haben: Right! Bad representation in the media. So we
need stories with positive representation in the media.
So this article you are doing can help educate more peo-
ple to learn about inclusion. 

Karina: Speaking of inclusion - specifically at schools.
In your book, you talked about your brother, who is
deaf-blind as well. You wrote that his education was
very different from yours. Can you explain a bit more
about accessibility in terms of education for deaf-blind
people?

Haben: My brother was born in Eritrea. The school for

the blind told him: Sorry, we can’t teach deaf students.
School for the deaf told him: Sorry, we can’t blind stu-
dents. So for his first few years, he wasn’t able to go to
school because they wouldn’t admit him. When he came
here, to the Bay Area, he started to gain access to educa-
tion. I do want to point out that this is not an Eritrea ver-
sus America issue. There are so many places within the
United States where deaf-blind students don’t get access
because the school says it is impossible to teach this kid. 

Karina: Is the school environment a bit more inclusive
in the US today?

Haben: We do a little better each year, but we have a
long way to go. 

Karina: You studied at Harvard. How did they do in
comparison?

Haben: After I graduated, they were sued by the Nation-
al Association of the Deaf, because many of their videos
online did not have captions which denies access to deaf
individuals who want to learn from those videos. So
they are not perfect. 

Karina: Your work for accessibility and inclusion has
been honored by many world leaders. For example,
President Obama. How did you feel when you were
invited to the White House? 

Haben: The first time I was invited to the White House
was in 2010. It was the 20th-anniversary celebration of
the ADA. That was really exciting and a huge honor.
Then I went back to the White House in 2013. President
Obama recognized me and others as White House
champions of change. And then, in 2015, I was back at
the White House to introduce President Obama at the
event and celebrated the 25th anniversary of the ADA. 

Karina: Oh yes, I saw your introduction speech. 

Haben: What did you think?

Karina: It sounded very professional. 

Haben: (Haben giggles). I worked hard on it. 

Karina: I remember that Obama hugged you and then
typed, “You can’t type a hug.”

Haben: Yeah, that was before my talk. 

Karina: At some point, you also said that Vice President
Biden was a bit nervous  and didn’t quite know how to
act around you?

Haben: That’s what I mean. Nobody is perfect. Every-
body sometimes makes mistakes or has awkward
moments. So don’t be afraid of making mistakes.
Instead, strive for growth. Know you will make some
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mistakes along the way, but aim for growth.

Karina: So, after all these years of work that you have
done, do you still face situations where someone denies
you a service because of your disability, and how do
you solve those situations?

Haben: Yes. I have had airline staff asking me to get off
the plane because they thought my dog wasn’t a quali-
fied service dog. That’s frustrating and kind of scary
because you are trapped in a new place, and you were
going to go home with a plane. So what do you do? And
I had to advocate in that situation. I kept explaining that
this is a service dog, and finally, they let us in. The more
common issue is with Lyft and Uber drivers, and some-
times Yellow Cabs, too, telling us, “You can’t ride! No
dogs!” Sometimes they talk to us, but more often, they

just cancel and drive away. 

Karina: How often does this happen?

Haben: More often than it should. 

Karina: How do you react if this happens?

I report them. And then call another one [Uber, Lyft,
cab]. There was also the incidence with Airbnb that has
been reported on in Tech Crunch. I was trying to go to
London and stay at an Airbnb in London, and when I
revealed I was traveling with a guide dog, the host can-
celed our reservation. I reported the host to Airbnb. At
first, Airbnb wouldn’t do anything. They would not
remove the host even though it is a violation of Airbnb
policy, a violation of the law. I went to a reporter and

Haben Girma speaking with Karina Strum
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shared the story with Tech Crunch. And Tech Crunch
did an investigation, and then Airbnb came back and
said they would remove the host for 30 days. 

Karina: This seems like a pretty weak punishment for
what the host did?

Haben: Exactly. And I told Airbnb, he violated your
policy and he knew he is violating your policy. It is
written very clearly on Airbnb and explained you can’t
discriminate against guide dogs, and he still did it. It
was really frustrating, which is why I reported it to
Airbnb, and when Airbnb wasn’t doing anything, I went
to the media, and through the media, we got at least a
30-day suspension. 

Karina: Let’s talk a bit about your adventures. I saw you
now surf too, is there anything you don’t or can’t do? 

Haben: They used to say blind people can’t climb
Mount Everest, but a blind man climbed Mount Everest.
They used to say blind people can’t drive cars, but we
are going to have self-driving cars very soon. So techni-
cally, no, there isn’t anything we cannot do. 

Karina: Technology definitely got more accessible over
time. Can you explain how accessibility doesn’t only
benefit people with disabilities but also the companies
that make their services accessible?

Haben: When you design for accessibility, it makes your
whole service better. I give some examples. 

When you add transcripts and captions to the video,
more text is associated with the video that leads to
search engine optimization. More people will find your
content through keyword searches. That makes your
content easier to find for disabled and non-disabled peo-
ple, which helps you: the media creator, grow your audi-
ence. And that is just one example. 

Karina: Is this your main focus: That companies make
their services accessible for all of us?

Haben: My main focus is increasing digital accessibility,
but I would love to see access across the board. Ser-
vices, education, employment. 

Karina: I saw you are a consultant for different compa-
nies, like Apple, for example. 

Haben: Yes, I do presentations for different organiza-
tions. This Friday, I did a keynote in Tennessee for the
public library association conference. We had about
8000 librarians from across the US and internationally
come together to learn how to make libraries better. 

Karina: Are there things that are particularly inaccessi-
ble to you where you live?

Haben: (Haben giggles). One barrier in Palo Alto is
housing. Housing is very very expensive here. Even
renting is expensive. This is a systemic issue that affects
disabled and non-disabled people. I am sure this is the
same for you in San Francisco. 

Karina: Yes! Definitely

Another barrier I am very familiar with is how hard it is
to find employment as a person with a disability. What
do you think people with disabilities in the workforce
bring to the table that non-disabled people might not
have?

Haben: When you live with a disability in a world filled
with barriers, then you are forced to come up with new
solutions so that you can have access to the environ-
ment. And those problem-solving skills are an asset to
employers. So disabled people may have more innova-
tion skills and problem-solving skills. 

Karina: In your book, you speak a lot about ableism and
state that oftentimes, non-disabled people don’t expect a
person with a disability to be successful. As a successful
lawyer, activist, and author, what’s your plan for the
future? Where do you want to be in 10 years from now?

Haben: I have no idea. My goal is to continue to
increase access for the disabled. That can happen in
many different forms. Through story-telling, through
books. So I published a book last year to help people to
learn about ableism and to encourage people to advocate
for the removal of ableism. I will continue to do this in
different ways, and I am open to new things. 

Karina: If you could change one small or large thing in
terms of disability rights and accessibility, what would it
be?

Haben: If I could change one thing, I would make sure
that the US was a country where everyone would get the
care they needed, regardless of their income. 

Karina: I so wish this comes true! Is there anything else
you want to add at the end of this interview?

Haben: I want to say that even so I am deaf-blind, I
want to increase access for all people. Sometimes jour-
nalists write that I am only advocating for the deaf-
blind. I am advocating for all people with disabilities. 

After ending the interview, Haben and Karina hugged
and took some pictures before Haben went on to meet
people who patiently waited to talk to her. 

habengirma.com
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Beauty of 
Burlesque
Pansy St Battie was your average kid growing up in San Francisco. When she was a teenager, she was
diagnosed with joint hypermobility syndrome or Ehler-Danlos syndrome. She has been using a wheelchair
for the past five years. Pansy has also been bitten by the ‘show biz’ bug. She is a model and a burlesque
dancer. With the spirit of a rebellious teenager, Pansy did not let her disability define her or her dreams.
Her father says that Pansy has always had ‘fire in her belly.’ Melinda Chilton and Shelly Rohe, from
ABILITY, had the opportunity to see Pansy St. Battie perform in the ‘Beauty of Burlesque’ show at the
Globe Theater in Los Angeles. The show is produced by celebrity burlesque performer, Miss Tosh.  

Miss Tosh had this to say about Pansy St. Battie. “Pansy St. Battie is a performer who represents what
Beauty of Burlesque stands for. Pansy is an enigma, constantly creating powerful imagery and evocative
stage shows that are visually stunning while simultaneously tearing down social stigmas and redefining,
visibility & ability on stage. I am so proud to work with Pansy and watch her grow as an artist. Our
friendship has made me feel less alone when facing my own challenges with Pseudo-seizures &
endometriosis. Pansy is truly inspirational and a total badass!” 

After the show Melinda and Shelly had a great chat with Pansy, her father, and her sister. Pansy is a
strong, smart, talented and determined young woman. Her fire and commitment to make a space for her-
self in this world as an artist and a veterinarian, will inspire you. 
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you recently became a burlesque performer?

St. Battie: Yes.

Melinda: Let’s start with your modeling.

St. Battie: I did my first shoot when I was 17, which
was a birthday gift to me.

Melinda: How fun!

St. Battie: I wasn’t at all intending to get into modeling.
I had some classmates who were studying photography.
They started taking pictures of me. I realized I really
enjoyed it, so I kept building it up until I had a proper
portfolio. I did a lot of cold-calling, emailing clothing
brands and makeup brands, and then it just kinda took
off. 

Melinda: What kind of modeling are you doing?

St. Battie: I mainly do fashion. I still do pinups occa-
sionally.

Melinda: Tell us about performing burlesque.

St. Battie: I wanted to do that for a very long time. I’ve

Melinda Chilton: Your name is Pansy St. Battie?

St. Battie: Yes, yes.

Melinda: Is that your given name?

St. Battie: No.

Melinda: That’s your stage name?

St. Battie: It’s my stage name, yeah.

Melinda: How did you come up with the name?

St. Battie: I don’t really remember entirely what the
process was. I was looking for a stage name for pin-up
and burlesque. A stage name is a fun thing that a lot of
people have, but also because I’m putting myself out on
the internet. I don’t want people who are odd to come
back and Google me. Luckily most people in the world
are nice, but not every single person is.

Melinda: Well, that’s smart.

St. Battie: It’s better to be safe than sorry.

Melinda: You are, just so our readers know, a model and

Pansy St Battie performing on stage      
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Melinda: Your rhinestones were sparkling from the
stage last night, for sure!

St. Battie: I love it and I’ve wanted to do it forever!
When I finally got a custom-fit chair, I was like, “I’m
going to do this.” The second I got the chair I spray-
painted it. I spent three days rhinestoning it. (laughter) I
made the cushion covers. I was like, “I did it! I’ve been
waiting so long to do it, and I did it!”

Melinda: I love Miss Tosh’s show. She came out on
stage last night and explained how the show is all about
diversity. 

“At Beauty of Burlesque everyone is a STAR in a
Galaxy of Glamour. The show is about inclusivity & cel-
ebrating the diverse qualities that make everyone
unique. As the producer, my mission is to create an
authentic and inclusive platform for diverse artists to
shine. I put artistic expression first and cast entertainers
from around the world that reflect a strong sense of
charisma, uniqueness, nerve and talent.”
~Miss Tosh

Melinda: What are the challenges of performing bur-
lesque in a wheelchair?

ABILITY   61

been a big fan of burlesque since I was quite young.
Obviously you have to wait until you’re 18. At that
point it was also a matter of trying to figure out where I
would start. A lot of shows and classes are inaccessible.
So, I ended up working with a teacher, who teaches bur-
lesque in San Francisco. I had her come do private
lessons at my house. We practiced together. We worked
on our first act together and she put me onstage. After
that she was kind enough to follow up and put me
onstage a few more times.

Melinda: WOW. She sounds like an angel of a teacher.
Lets talk about Miss Tosh, who produces “Beauty of
Burlesque”. Shelly Rohe and I saw the show last night.
We got to see you perform. You are such a showgirl and
quite the entertainer. I loved your act. Your wheelchair
is totally bejeweled and bedazzled! Did you create your
wheelchair for the show?

St. Battie: Since I’ve had a wheelchair, I’ve wanted to
bedazzle it. The first wheelchair I had was from a chari-
ty organization, so they will return and recycle wheel-
chairs once you’re  done using them. I couldn’t do any-
thing permanent to it. So, I used to put flowers and stuff
on that one. I really wanted to have a rhinestone wheel-
chair. I’m a huge fan of rhinestones and sparkles.

     Miss Tosh’s “At Beauty of Burlesque
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St. Battie: I think the biggest challenge is finding stages
I can get on. Even at the Globe Theater, the stage isn’t
necessarily accessible. Miss Tosh and I worked together
on figuring out how we would get me onstage. We
worked together to find a place for me to get dressed,
because the dressing room is downstairs. It takes a pro-
ducer who is willing to take the time to have those con-
versations. Not every producer is, of course. 

Melinda: Miss Tosh really took the time to help you.
This is your second show with her?

St. Battie: Yes. She’s fantastic.

Melinda: Tell us a bit about her.

St. Battie: We became friends a
few years back. She followed
me on Instagram. I was a huge
fan of Miss Tosh, and I was
like, “Oh, my God, thank you
so much!” We started talking
and we found out that we both
have pseudo-seizures.

Melinda: What are Pseudo-
seizures?

St. Battie: Pseudo-seizures
mimic epileptic seizures. The
theory is that they’re caused by
a miswiring of your brain with
stresses. As much as people
know about neurology, people
don’t know much about neu-
rology. So, this is a working
theory. It’s difficult to manage
because we don’t know what
causes these seizures. I started
talking to her about my theo-
ries. I talked about how I am
figuring out what the triggers
are for me and how to avoid
those triggers. We bonded over
that and the experience of
going to doctors and not know-
ing what’s going on. It can be a
struggle. 

Melinda: And frustrating.

St. Battie: Yeah. So that built a
very strong friendship between
us from that shared experience.
We were friends for a little
while before she started pro-
ducing “Beauty of Burlesque.”
She did her first show and I
went to see it.

Melinda: She also stars in the show.

St. Battie: Yes. Oh, yeah.

Melinda: She’s a burlesque dancer herself in all her
splendor.

St. Battie: She’s an amazing performer. She is a very
amazing performer. So, I went to see the first show and
she was like, “Hey, you should be in this.” I was like, “I
would love to!” The Globe theater has such a cool stage.
It’s such a cool theater. A lot of the times when you’re
doing burlesque you’re doing it in smaller clubs or bars.
This is a proper theater with all the lights and backing
video and lasers and you can basically come up with
any idea you want and they can make it happen.

Pansy St Battie 
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Melinda: It fits the burlesque world. The Globe Theater
in downtown Los Angeles was built in the early 1900s,
so it’s very Art Deco. I felt like the theater was part of
the show. It was a character in the show.

St. Battie: Oh, it really is! Tosh found out after she did
her first show at the Globe, that her great-grandmother
hosted a vaudeville show there many years ago. So, in a
way, she carried on her great-grandmother’s legacy.

Melinda: Wow! I love stories like that. Speaking of fam-
ily, your dad and sister are here.

St. Battie: Yes. This is my dad, Sunil and my sister,
Raina.

Melinda: Thank you for joining us. Raina is currently in
school here in Los Angeles. Dad lives in San Francisco,
where you two sisters were born and raised, correct? 

St. Battie: Yes.

Melinda: Raina, what do you think of your sister,
Pansy?

Sister: She’s the coolest ever. (laughter) I’m constantly
showing off her pictures and what she’s doing to my
friends, because I’m also in the entertainment industry.
She’s one of those people who inspires me. It’s very
cool to have a sister who can be a role model in that
way. Being a minority in entertainment, it’s hard to feel
like there’s a place for you sometimes. She’s someone I
can talk to whenever and get advice on how to handle
those feelings or how to handle anything. Ever since she
was, like, three years old, she has had the best advice.

Melinda: Who is older?

St. Battie: I’m older.

Sister: She’s older.

Melinda: Oh, Pansy is the big sister! (laughter) Yeah!
Dad, what do you have to say about your daughters? 

Dad: For me, kids take you in directions that you never
anticipate going in. (laughter) It’s to go with the flow.
There’s a poem that was written in the 1700s by Kahlil
Gibran where he compares parents to a bow. God is the
archer and the child is the arrow. He says you just have
to be strong. He bends you in all types of ways. If
you’re strong, the arrow will go where it should go, but
you can not own their thoughts. That is because you
don’t live in the world they live in, which is the future.
My whole thing is to just let them know that they
always have a net and to let them fly. Both of them are
much more expressive, much more articulate than I am.
They’ll do their own thing. The great thing I love about
them is that they have fire in their bellies. It’s not me
encouraging them to do anything. I facilitate it. I drove

Pansy down here. I don’t get very involved. I don’t
know much about burlesque. They get upset that I don’t
know that much.

St. Battie: I don’t get upset! I appreciate you coming.

Melinda: Do you go to Pansy’s burlesque shows?

Dad: Yeah, we’ve been to them, but that’s happenstance.
If her mom was to bring her down, I wouldn’t come.
I’m facilitating it.

St. Battie: Both of the times I’ve been in “Beauty of
Burlesque,” my dad has come. The last one I was in I
think was his introduction to burlesque and drag,
which was cool. I don’t think he has seen anything like
it before. He has never come to my shows in San Fran-
cisco.

Dad: Actually, I never knew or I didn’t even think
whether I wanted to attend a burlesque show. The thing
I was thrilled by was that everybody was having such a
good time.

Melinda: The audience was so enthusiastic.

Dad: Yeah! It’s a great way to spend a few hours, espe-
cially with all the constant bombarding of all the nega-
tive stuff.

Melinda: What a good dad you both have!

Sister: Oh, yeah, he’s lovely.

Melinda: And your mother is supportive too?

St. Battie: Yeah, yeah. I always say I’ve been shocking
my parents for 21 years. Every single time they’re like,
“OK, whatever you want.” (laughter) “As long as you’re
happy!” (laughter) Now they just expect it, I think,
which is cool. They’re both really supportive. It’s really
nice.

Melinda: What’s been some of the challenge, Dad?

Dad: One of the things that is there as a parent, is that
no kid is born with a user’s guide. It’s interesting that
when kids face the type of challenges like what Pansy
has faced, there’s a lot of reading on the medical side.
There is a lot of medical professionals you can talk to.
But, there’s no playbook to say how a parent gets
engaged, how a sibling gets engaged, or how the family
can get engaged, the neighbors, the friends. That’s a
missing piece. A piece that I think is something that
would have been nice. But, you just have to do the best
you can.

Melinda: What advice would you have for parents of a
child with a disability?
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Dad: I don’t know if I have any real advice except—

St. Battie: Can I say something?

Dad: Yeah, you should.

St. Battie: One of the things in my experience is, I have
a genetic disorder but it didn’t become debilitating until
later in life. It wasn’t a problem when I was a child.
Occasionally my mom would take me to the doctor for
something I couldn’t really explain, but it didn’t get in
the way of me doing things. When it finally started to
get in the way of me doing things, I was a teenager. That
was hard for my parents. We were both learning how to
do this, but I was doing it as a teenager. When you’re a
teenager, you’re supposed to be learning how to exist in
the world and you have space to do that. In some ways,
that was easier for me because I had that room to figure
it out. My parents were trying to figure it out without
that space. That can happen when you are in the care-
taking role.

Melinda: That’s a good point.

St. Battie: And a big part of that is to give yourself, as a
parent, some room to listen to and learn from your kids.
All we do as teenagers is learn how to be people, what-
ever that is, whether it’s regarding a disability or not. I

felt like it was easier for me. I picked up on some things
a little bit faster on the basis that I was prepped to do
that. That was where my brain was at.

Melinda: That’s a good point. I never thought about
that. When you’re a teenager, you’re totally trying to
figure out life. You are trying to figure out who you are
and how you fit in.

St. Battie: Even the most normal teenagers are trying to
figure out how to exist in the world. That’s something
we’re not prepared to do as adults. We don’t give people
space to do that as adults, even though we do need to
keep learning and changing. There’s definitely some-
thing to be said for giving yourself that kind of space.
It’s like saying, “I’m going to be a teenager again. I’ll
have to learn to adapt to a completely new situation and
a new world that I don’t know how to live in.” Be
patient with that and have room for that.
Melinda: Wow. Those are very wise words.

Shelly Rohe:  You talk openly about your condition.
Can you tell me the name of it again and how it affects
you?

St. Battie: Yeah. I have a connective tissue disorder. It’s
called joint hypermobility syndrome or Ehlers-Danlos
syndrome, depending on which doctor you ask. For me,

Melinda Chilton speaking with Pansy St Battie 
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the biggest effects are frequent dislocations and sublux-
ations. I have difficulty with weight-bearing. I have
some comorbidities, which are issues with the digestive
tract, fatigue, and mental illness. Some of it is figured
out, some of it not entirely. The biggest ways that I am
affected physically, are fatigue and the fact that I have to
use a wheelchair.

Shelly: But you can bear weight, you were saying?

St. Battie: Yeah. I weight-bear in physical therapy, but
doing it without my physical therapist is difficult. It's
quite painful. When I’m weight-bearing I dislocate my
hips pretty frequently. Being in a space of physical ther-
apy you have someone watching you to make sure you
don’t lose your balance. Also in physical therapy, you
don’t have obstacles like having to maneuver around
something or step over something like you do in the real
world. That’s very difficult for me. I can do it in short
periods in physical therapy. I try to do that to maintain
my muscle mass. In my day-to-day life I don’t. It’s a lit-
tle more challenging when you don’t have a physical
therapy-designed walkway. If only the world had that!

Shelly: How long have you used a chair?

St. Battie: I think for about five years now.

Melinda: What has burlesque and modeling taught you
about yourself that you didn’t know before?

St. Battie: The biggest thing is, I never thought I’d like
anything like that. I was very much not the type of per-
son who likes fashion when I was a kid. I was not a per-
son who liked being in photos. I was not a person who
liked attention at all. (laughter)

Dad: It’s interesting, she had a very funny personality
when she was very young that supports this. We thought
she was shy, but then in fifth grade she said she wanted
to run for publicity director of the school.

St. Battie: Yeah, I was on student council.

Melinda: Wow, so much for the shy side of you. 

St. Battie: It’s funny. I get so nervous talking to small
groups of people. When I’m performing, it’s like a
whole different thing for me. It’s easier for me to per-
form in front of a big room full of people, than at a din-
ner with only ten people.

Melinda: I’ve heard a lot of entertainers say that.
They’re great onstage, but put them in a backyard bar-
beque and they get nervous.

Shelly: Who are your role models?

St. Battie: There are tons. I could list names all day. I’m
a huge fan of Betty Page and like everyone else, Mari-

lyn Monroe. Currently, of course, Tosh and Dita Von
Teese are huge role models of mine.

Shelly: At ABILITY Magazine, we’ve interviewed a lot
of people with different disabilities, who work in the
entertainment world. Who, with a disability, inspires
you?

St. Battie: There are tons and tons of disabled activists
and artists and creators and entertainers who do amazing
things. In the burlesque world, Jacqueline Boxx is anoth-
er wheelchair user who does burlesque. The first time I
met with my burlesque teacher for my first lesson, she
asked, “Have you heard of this person?” I said no. She
showed me the videos and I was watching them all night.
She’s so fantastic. She’s done great acts that talk about
disability and some of the things you deal with as a dis-
abled person. And of course there are a lot of disabled
models who are doing wonderful things: Aaron Philip,
Gillian Mercado. The first time I saw her on TV, I was
like, “Oh, my God!” I could list a ton of people.

Melinda: Let me ask you this question. It’s the year
2020 and people are very passionate about the women’s
movement. There’s #MeToo, equal rights, the women’s
marches at our nation’s capital and all around the
world.  How do you feel the art of burlesque dancing
fits into the women’s movement of 2020?

St. Battie: In my perspective, the women’s movement is
always going to include the freedom to express ourselves
safely, however we want to do that. With burlesque, the
biggest issue you face is the same as with traditional
stripping. There are a lot of laws regulating it and it’s pri-
marily a women-run business. I’ve had plenty of people
tell me, “You shouldn’t be doing this. This is anti-femi-
nist.” For me, I feel that no type of sex work is anti-femi-
nist. Everyone should have the right to do things the way
they want to and they should have the freedom to do it
safely. A lot of the people who do burlesque are women
and a lot of the people who consume burlesque are
women. This is because, in burlesque, sharing your body
and your sexuality is an art form. To be able to have the
freedom to feel safe and comfortable creating whatever it
is you want to create is very important. 

Melinda: What’s something that this freedom has given
you?

St. Battie: Well, I was never into fashion, never into being
photographed, never into being the center of attention, but
I’ve always been an artist and a bit of a rebel. It was dur-
ing my first photo session that I said to myself, “This is
art. This isn’t just about your face in a picture. It’s about
creating art.” I can be insecure about my looks, but at the
same time I still love modeling and looking at my pic-
tures. That’s because I look at my pictures from the per-
spective of an artist. How is my body shape working in
this space? What am I creating? What story am I telling?
What emotions am I expressing? I realized it wasn’t about
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being pretty. It was about creating something. I learned a
perfect way for me to express myself.

Melinda: You are a very sharp young lady. You have
talked about how much Miss Tosh has inspired you. I
am quite confident that you also have inspired people.
You have definitely inspired me. 

St. Battie: I hope so. My favorite thing is hearing from
parents of kids with a disability. The parents will say, “I
was scared when I found out my kid had a disability,
because I didn’t think that they’d be able to pursue cer-
tain things. Now I see that they will and I feel comfort-
ed.” That’s a big deal for both the parent and the kid.

Melinda: It’s a journey together, right Dad?

Dad: Mm-hmm. My role has been getting out of the
way. (laughter)

St. Battie: I think both you and my mom had a lot of
fear that it would stop me from pursuing the things I
wanted to do.

Dad: Yeah, that’s always the fear. That can be one of the
hardest decisions you have to make as a parent. The
decision of knowing when to push and when not
to.When Pansy stopped walking, some doctors said,
“You’ve got to put her into this program and she will be
back walking in a month.” This was Stanford. Then we
had other people at Stanford saying, “If you pressure
her—” So the parents have to decide which thing
they’re going to do. Then stick by it once you’ve made
the decision. Those are hard decisions.

St. Battie: We live in a world where disability is very
segregated. There are so many places we can’t go.
Schools and a lot of events aren’t made for us. A person
who doesn’t have a disability or doesn’t have someone
in their immediate circle who has a disability, can go
their whole lives without seeing anyone with a disabili-
ty. I mean, aside from maybe passing them on the street.
When you don’t see it in the world around you and sud-
denly you or a family member becomes disabled, you’re
like, “Where are they going to fit in? I’ve never seen
this here.” You worry that there won’t be room. I feel
like I’ve been able to help people with disabilities and
their parents see that they can make room for them-
selves, because I have made room for myself. 

Melinda: You sure have! You definitely put ‘ability’ into
‘disability’. 

St. Battie: You do have to push to find a place, but you
can do it. It’s worth doing it.

Melinda: What would you like to say to people who feel
like they have no voice or community?

St. Battie: The biggest thing is that we’re a very strong

community. We know a lot about ourselves. We talk a lot
with each other. The biggest thing they can do for us is
to listen. There are a lot of disabled people who are
working very hard to make our voices heard. To amplify
those voices and to include those voices in the things you
create, if you’re a creator, is a big deal. Listen to us and
consider what we are saying in your daily life. 

Melinda: What advice do you have for a person with a
disability, who has a passion or a dream to do something
in the performing arts? 

St. Battie: For me, becoming a dancer was about
becoming the type of dancer that worked for me. I
adapted my dancing to me. The biggest part is trying to
make the thing you want to do fit you. Not trying to
make yourself fit the thing you want to do. 

Melinda: I love that. I once heard a 92-year-old yoga
instructor say, “Focus on what you can do, not on what
you can’t do.” I think that can apply to everybody.

St. Battie: Yeah. There are a million burlesque moves I
can’t do. I’m doing the ones I can.

Melinda: And you’re doing them well. You’re doing
them with heart. I saw you doing those movements. You
sold them!

Dad: The other thing which I think she’s doing, is she is
also focusing on another side. The other side being her
vet stuff. It keeps her focused.  

St. Battie: Oh, yeah.

Melinda: So, in addition to everything else, you are
studying to be a veterinarian?

St. Battie: Yes. I study online. I’m studying to be a vet
tech. Specifically I want to do rehabilitative medicine
for animals, post-surgery care, and work with animals
with disabilities.

Melinda: You are amazing! Maybe you could help an
animal be a burlesque dancer. (laughter)

St. Battie: My pets have gotten pretty in on it. They
watch me rehearse and they will follow me. One of my
dogs and my cat know my dance routine.

Melinda: Where can people find you on social media?

St. Battie: My Instagram is @PansyStBattie.

Melinda: It has been a real treat chatting with you.
Thank you for joining us.

St. Battie: Thank you!

beautyofburlesque.com
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Located in central China, one of the six megacities,
Wuhan, has become globally known as the epicenter of
the Covid-19 since January. On the confluence of the
Yangtze River and its largest tributary, the Han River,
the city was historically divided into three different
regions/towns, named Wuchang, Hankow and Hanyang
ever since the East Han dynasty, thus comes the umbrel-
la name Wuhan. 

With 9 million people being trapped in Wuhan for two
months, people went through some toughest times in
life: anxiety, disappointment, depression as well as sad-
ness about illness, quarantine, disconnection and
grief...nevertheless, they are not easily defeated by the
virus. Among the regional cultural differences in China,
the wuhanese personalities are often depicted as opti-
mistic, flexible and inclusive. Here two wuhan citizens
are sharing their experiences: 

Jun Xiao, an accountant, works at a local compa-
ny, mother of a five-year-old daughter

The first two weeks of the lockdown were very chal-
lenging times for all of us, scenes of overrun hospitals
and blogs of patients were shared on all sources of
social media. I drove my family nuts with all of my
worries. The house had the least atmosphere of celebrat-
ing the lunar new year festival though decorated with
paper cutting for the year of the rat. With some evidence
that the virus could be transmitted via the air, we were

suggested not to open the windows, which caused more
tension in the house, a strong feeling of being impris-
oned. The only thing I could focus on was staring at my
phone screen, checking all sources of online news, with
a daily average of 7 hours according to the screen time
report, and so did my husband.

Soon came the time we realized that we were running
out of food, especially dairy, fruits and vegetables as
people have the tradition of making and preserving large
quantities of meat for big family gatherings during the
lunar new year festival. As all the markets were closed
to customers, the only way to get food and other daily
supplies was to order online. Early the next morning,
the delivery man came. According to the touchless
delivery policy, he rang the doorbell, through the door
viewer we saw him waving his hands like an old friend,
carefully he put the grocery bag outside the door, gave
us a victory hand sign and walked away. Though wear-
ing a mask, we heard him humming a song! His joyful
face occupied my mind for the rest of that day. His
warm greeting, his optimistic attitude towards the risky
job made me temporarily relieved from the melancholy
atmosphere in the house.

Out of curiosity, I began to observe those delivery men
on the empty streets from my closed window on the
46th floor. Besides policemen and dustmen, they were
the only people I could find on the deserted streets.
Every two or three minutes, a uniformed delivery man

  

The Silent Cherry Blossom
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appeared, riding an electromobile delivering food and
necessities to each household. Before the lockdown,
people often joked the food delivery was a tedious and
low-paying job for its lack of  creativity, now it turned
out to be so meaningful and lifesaving. The high risk of
getting infected didn’t stop them from working, which
guaranteed our basic needs of the current freezing
lifestyle. Then what about us？Why are we still so upset
staying at home with our families? I put my phone and
anxieties aside, looking around my house, my husband,
our kid, our life, it’s a time to reevaluate regular prac-
tices we have long taken for granted. Thanks to the
delivery man who brought a gentle breeze to our plain
life. One week later, we ordered some food again,
before the delivery man came, we put a thank-you note
next to the doorbell button, with a cute heart drawn by
my daughter.

Leilei Xu, self-employed, single

“A city of heroes”, “Devote to the country and society
by staying at home”, “Lying in bed helps the communi-
ty, going downstairs brings the trouble”...those witty
slogans are spread loudly and widely, and the truth is I
have sheltered in place at home for 74 days, I am in
Wuhan.

Being self-quarantined, life is unreal, especially for me,
a nature lover. It is no easy job staying in my apartment
without going outside, close to nature. My desire of

nature resembles the caged birds longing for soaring
high in the sky. Those fragments of gloomy emotions
reflected in my recent dreams, though the similar sce-
nario appeared in earlier dreams as well, it is closer to
the real life now: I found myself lying on the floor in a
dark room, failed all the times trying to move the stiff
legs and arms even a little bit though not bound...when I
woke up, the dream continued...Fortunately, all these
darkness went away one day when I found the stunning
view outside the windows. The beautiful, light pink
cherry blossom! Wait, something went wrong...normal-
ly, hundreds of thousands of tourists would be swarming
into this city for the beautiful cherry blossom season
since early March. Many local residents complained
about the foot traffic since as many as 500,000 sight-
seers daily visit the cherry blossom park in the East
Lake area and the cherry blossom boulevard in Wuhan
University. While, for 2020, it is so quiet. Rather than
be crowded with cameras and compliments, only honey
bees were found collecting pollen and nectar from cher-
ry blossoms. Though not being visited, these beautiful
flowers brought sweetness and warmth to us trapped
inside, they brought Spring. Percy Bysshe Shelley once
said in his poem Ode to the West Wind: “If Winter
comes, can Spring be far behind?” Now Spring comes,
can final victory be far behind? Let us look forward to
the day when we can embrace nature and  find the sun-
shine. Will you come and visit next year?

by Lusha Sa, PhD

Streets of Wuhan during covid-19 lockdown
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1. First female combat veteran to run for president
6. Gandhi’s title
11. Interest rate, abbr.
12. “And She ___” (Talking Heads song)
13. “Go figure”
14. Canadian singer-songwriter who has dyslexia and wrote 

songs for Diana Ross and Josh Groban- 2 words
15. Comedian, Martin
18. Long Haul Paul’s distance quest in his campaign for a cure 

for Alzheimers, goes with 25 across
21. The p in mph
22. Arts degree, abbr.
23. Environmental activist, Begley
24. “Get on the __, forget about us” ....
25. See 18 across
28. Get better, like wine
30. Believer’s suffix
31. Blind soul great, Ray
33. Top poker card
35. Enemy
36. State’s chief exec.
37. Fortunate
38. GPS directions, abbr.
39. Haven
40. 13 year old girl in a wheelchair, starring in “The Healing Pow-

ers of Dude” on Netflix - 2 words
44. Through, on a route
45. They police emissions and carbon footprints, abbr.
46. Attack like a turtle
47. Classic Manhattan theater
48. Painting, drawing and sculpture

D O W N

1. Joke
2. Jungle swinger
3. Actress and model with Down sydrome who walked the catwalk 
at the NY Fashion Week, Jamie ____

4. Goal
5. Movie still in development whose cast and crew are all people 
with disabilities

6. Capt.’s superior
7. Courage in helping others
8. “The Woman in Me”  singer, Shania
9. Race on earth
10. Top grades
15. Micah Fowler, a young actor who has cerebral palsy, starred in 

this sitcom on ABC
16. Danson of “CSI”
17. Fairly
19. Airline travel hassle
20. Nationwide organization serving more than 1.5 million people 

with disabilities each year
22. Spanish for a kiss
26. Project ____ International: they have a tracking device to help 

locate people with cognitive disabilities if they get lost
27. Kitchen pot
29. “Green” prefix
32. First actress using a wheelchair on a Broadway stage nominat-

ed for Tony award, Ali _____ (“The Glee Project”)
34. Calls up
41. Babysitter’s handful
42. Company going public
43. First name of the actor who played “Wojo” on “Barney Miller”

ABILITY 71
answers on page 72
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